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New Civic Group
To Get Charter On
Thursday Evening
With national, state and district dignitaries in attendance
the newly organized Fulton
Junior Chamber of Commerce
will receive its official charter
Thursday night. With a dinner
meeting at the South Fulton High
School gym State President Avel
McKinney of Pineville, Ky. wiR
hand the charter to Wray Williams, local Jaycee president and
from then on the young business
and professional men of Fulton
will be "in business." Dinner lithe
is 7:30 p. m.

Number Thirty-Six

Darnell Has No Comment On Alleged
Injunction To Halt BusServkt For AreaStudents Wishing To Attend SchoolHere

Martin Scouts
State, National
On CBS Television Officers Here
Thursday, Sept. 5 For Jaycee Meet

Last week you ;small we had
a story in the paper wherein
sae stated that the Chamber, of
Commerce wanted the advice and
opinion of local persons as to
what further measures to take
to get some industry for Fulton.
Dick Hottelot
We printed a handy coupon fix
To
Interview Boys
our readers so that they could
send the coupon to the Chamber
From New York City
of Commerce to let them (the C
They're on the air . . . Wayne
of C) know the wishes of the
conununity in proceeding with Brandon and Brooks Crockett
will be on TV on Thursday
their activities.
morning, September 5, Columbia
The fact that the Chamber of Broadcasting System in New
Commerce received only six cou- York advised the News today.
Dick Hottelot, CBS newscaster
pons -- three signed, three unsigned, only two from merchants will inte,rview the two Martin Boy
. . . points up a good barometer Scouts on Thursday morning,
Mat indicates, among other September 5, at 5:45 and 7:45 a.
. if the ship arrives on time
'things, one of the many reasons
that Fulton continues to get by- which is bringing the boys home
passed by industry seeking lo- from the World Scout Jamboree
cations . . . WE LACK COM- in England. If not the same time
schedule will apply for their apMUNITY ENERGY.
pearance ma Pridary morning,
September 6.
Fulton has everything and yet
The 6:45 a. m. broadcast can
It has nothmg. We have railroad be seen over KFVS-TV,
Channel
facilities, good water, good tax 12. in Cape
Giracieau and both
structure, available sites, etc . . . the 6:45 a. in. and
the 7:45 a. m.
yet we don't have enough com- broadcast can be seen
over
munity energy and enthusiasm to WRICC,
Channel 3, in Memphis.
'Mow a gnat off a banana peeling.
Brooks Crockett, IS, is the son
Pt undoubtedly took some little of Mr and Mrs. Brooks Crockett
bit of thought and energy to send of Mortis and Wayne, 14, is the
that coupon back to the Cham- son of Dr. and
Mn. Robert W.
ber of Commerce, so moat people Brandon, also of
Martin.
jest let it pass, hoping that the
next fellow would send in the
coupon and maybe somebody
would do something.

CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

1,441 Students
Enroll In Local
Schools For Fall

A campaign to raise funds to provide free school bus
service to Fulton for certain county
in the
seventh grade and up went "over the top' last weekend
according to local sponsors, but it hit a temporary snag
over the weekend.
The campaign was to provide free bus service to a
certain area in the Eastern end of Fulton County, on
a contract service with a private operator, to carry children to and from Fulton and their homes daily.
The News learned early this week that (in the words
of several unnamed citizens) "pressure" was brought
to bear on the prospective operator, causing him to
abandon plans to run the bus. The "pressure" reportedly stemmed from the office of the County Superintendent of Schools in Hickman, according to local inform-

pupils

Enrollment at P'ulton
High
school is up 28 students the fine
day, totaling 198, stated Supt.
Lawrence Holland on Wednesday.
Lag year's enrollment was 172;
Larry McIntosh
the majority of the increase
comes from students who have
come in from out in the county
Also expected to attend the
Total enrollment in
Fulton
meeting is Wendell Ford, pest naschools on opening day was 869
tional Jaycee president of Owensstudents, Holland stated, with a
boro. Reservations have been rebreakdown as follows:
ants.
ceived to the dinner from MurMilton (colored) .. 75 (up three)
The News called County Superintendent Darnell at
ray, Mayfield, Paducah and other
Terry-Norman
111 (down ten)
Hickman, who stated that he had attended a meeting
Popular Mayfield
Jaycee groups in the First DisContinued on Pose Flee
trict.
at Cayce last weekend, but offered "no comment" on
Man To Broadcast
injunction proceedings and on the status of the school
All Home Games
Other officers of the newly
formed organization, to whom the
at Cayce one way or other.
Larry McIntosh, one of West
News extends best wishes are:
even though it may take 30 days
Kentucky's
outstanding
most
Seeking to clear up matters for or so to get
James Young, Jr., first vice-presia permit . . . we'll
sportscasters will broadcast the
families
many
in
benefit
of
the
dent, Dan Taylor, second viceget another operator."
1Palton and South lfulton home
who
need
County
Fulton
eastern
president; James Butts, secreLocal school official: '"Cayce
football games over WFUL, Stasome definite information on the does not stand to lose
tary and Rodney Miller, treasurit's school,
Manager Jo Westpheling, antion
matter, the News did a little tele- as I see it, unless
er.
Fulton joins
nounced today. Larry formerly
Services Begin
phoning and interviewing on the County system.
With most business people conWhen and if
was football sportscaster at Sta-Wednesday, corning up with the that
Sunday Night At
stantly griping their heads off
happens, I do not believe the
tion WNGO in Mayfield.
information
following
about the fact that this town is
Methodist Church
Cayce school would be continued
First football game of the sea"dying on the vine'', only two of
Local businessman: "A meeting by the County. Although HickWater Valley Methodist Church
son will be Friday night at Momthem cared enough to assist the
oriel Stadium when South Fui- i of Water Valley, Ky will begin was held, I understand, over at man has apparently sliced the
Only Two Minor
Chamber of Commerce by merely
ton meets the }tided." High a revival Sunday night, Septem- Cayce last weekend and the western part of Cayce's territory
Accidents Reported
letting Ihern know what they
School team. Larry and other her 8th, &tough September 13th. people over there are 'hot' about off, it seems to me that Cayce's
were thinking along the indusDuring Holidays
staff members of wrut
. will be The Reverend William G. Adams this thing, because they think it best chance of survival depends
trial boa.
to
broadcast
hand
game of the Lone Oak Methodist will result in the Cayce grade on the separate operation of the
on
the
A roadblock set up on the FulChurch will be the guest speak- school closing. This and other Fulton Independent School disWFUL-FM.
over
Grand Jury Will Be
ton-Union City highway from
pressures ha; caused the prospec- trict as such. I understand that
As I see it Fulton business
Coach Don Nelson at South , et.'
10:00 p. m. Friday night until
Called September 16;
people can be divided into three
Reverend Adams is one of the tive bus driver to abandon his the proposed bus route this year
Fulton reports .an enthusiastic
6 30 a. in. Saturday morning last
plans"
will not cover any more territory
Other Following Day
categories:
and scrappy buitch of boys out outstanding ministers of the
weekend by Tennessee State
1. People who are making a
Persons summoned for jury for this semen's football squad. Memphis Conference. He has his
A Housewife and mctner living than has already applied for anPolice netted 160 arrests in the
eoinfortshin /kringlaipuid love to 114.4 hear Labor Day
psallaratejor 41.4w1iear1 Mt outside fultoa:
serdlee „tor Monday, Sept is. The spirals good am &tenni/vstill
1/1811811.11061
"
make more, and if somebody else
(From this list the Grand Jury s/non great . .. if you can't at- prior to this .he has served mean to run the bus anyhow,
confirmed this week,
works hard So bring more busiAfter several mentions were
tend the game at Memorial Sta- churches in western Kentucky.
The roadblock covered a por- will be impannelled):
ness to Fulion they'd like to set
made of a threatened "injunction"
R. F. Adams, Richard Pursell, dium on Friday night enjoy He is a native of Graves County.
tion of the 46-mph robe of the
The song services will be conin on the gravy train But they're
to prevent operation of such a
hrghway, and most of the arrests W. H. Baum, David L. Poynor, Lorry McIntosh and his colorful
ducted by Mr. Herschel Morris,
satisfied . . the heck with com- were
bus by local businessmen, the
reports
over
WFUL-FM,
Hammond,
ChamberI.
104.99
H.
Will
on
made for speeding, stated
the choir director of Christ Methmunity spirit
Neils called a Kentucky lawyer,
Trooper Tom Kilpatrick. These lain, Richard W. Adams, Tommie your FM dial.
odist Church, Mayfield, Ky.
2. People who are having a
who stated that he could see "no
were arrested for public drunken- Perry, J. C. Menees, Aaron CounFulton High will meet Sharon
herd way to go, would love to net
connection" in the private operReverend Maral Proctor cordness and several for failure to cil, Ardel Fields, Warren Gra- Friday. September 13.
out and bring industry to Fulation of a school bus and that
ially invites you to attend with
ham, John B. Castleman, Roy
possess drivers licenses.
ton, but might offend some of
of a vehicle for public hire, and
the assurance that you will enA second roadblock from 4 to Carver, Frank Gilbert, Gus Bartheir customers and they'd lose
joy good preaching, singing, and
The A&P Store in Fulton has therefore did not see how such
9 p. m. Monday night, setup on ham, Paul Mangold, Carl Anthe little business they do have.
fine Christian fellowship. The won an "Honor Store" award by even needed a permit.
the same strip, caught an addi- drews, C. M. Reynolds, C. L.
3. Then there's the group of tional
church with a warm handshake the A&P Company, being one of
The News thereupon called the
30, most of them for speed- Bryant, Jesse McNeill, T. B.
enterprising business people, who
welcomes you.
seven winners out of the 98 stores Department of Motor Transport
Toombs, L. Y. Shuck. William G.
ing.
are operating their business on a
Services each morning at 10:45 in the company-store competition. at Frankfort, and was advised
Only two minor accidents on Butler.
progressive nature, work in the
and each evening at 7:30 come
Employees of the Fulton store that under such an arrangement
Persons
this
summoned
for
jury
normally-hazard
ous
11-mile
Chamber of Commerce, have civic
bring your family and friends were feted by the Company at as was proposed, apparently the
service
for
strip
Tuesday,
Sept.
were
17.
reported
for the enpride, would like to see 111.11ton
Hear this man of God as he a special dinner last Thursday only permit required was one
United Fruit Co
grow, and yet cannot get the job the Libor Day weekend, neither (From this list and the ones on
brings
us the inspirational mes- evening at the Park Terrace and that could be obtained through
the first list who are not selected
Steamer To Take
done unless they have the cooper- resulting in any injuries.
sages from the word of God.
given individual awards.
the County Court Clerk, accomfor Grand Jury Service, the Petit
ation of all the people at least
Twelve Passengers
The contest was based on Cour- panied by $5 and an affidavit that
will
be
Jury
irnpannelled).
RIDDLE A vistTost
in spirit, if not in energy. This
tesy and Service, Good House- the vehicle was to be used soleClarence Reed takes off on a
Willis Attebery, Mrs. Effie Roplatter group is sadly in the minHal Riddle, graduate of VMS
keeping, Store Operation and ly for transporting school chilCarribean cruise on Friday and
ority, yet they continue to work and Murray and son of Mr. and er. Milton Pratt, Mrs. James
Sales Performance. The certifi- dren to and from school.
It is posgible that Fulton has
hoping that something will hap- Mrs. Forrest Riddle, former Ful- Warren, Chas. Voy Bradley, Guy
cates and gifts were presented by
known a more anxious traveler,
The News then called Mrs.
pen some day.
tonians now residing in Mayfield, Johnson, Frank Beadles, Joe Lu- but its doubtful.
Mr. D. G. Whittaker, supervisor Kathryn Lannom,
who vertified
visited friends in Fulton enroute ten, Charles D. King, J. D. Boulof the territory.
Mr. Reed has estimated that
this information as correct, subton, Virgle E.. Darnell, Clifford
A glaring example of the frus- from New York to Hollywood.
he will travel nearly 4,400 miles,
Those attending the dinner ject to probable insurance, etc.
Trusty, Thomas E. Brewer, C. P.
tration group three often must
1,100 by rail and 3.300 by water.
were, J. C. King, Elson McGuire,
Bruce,
So, as things stand today, the
Mrs.
Margaret
J.
Bacon,
feel about tfroup one happened to
CANDIDATE FOR QUERN
He leaves Friday for New
D. Yates, Hubert Wright, J. D. students in the area in
Joe Parker, Herbert Mike!, Wilquestion
us last year. As you recall FulOrleans
where he will board a
Fields, Barney Yates, James have enrolled and are
Miss Mary Charles Herring of son Fowler.
being
ton had a scrappy and a wonderUnited
Fruit
Company
steamer
Adams,
Hicks,
James
James
brought to Fulton by private car
Mrs. Sam Edwards, J. R. Po- for Santiago on Saturday. From
ful little basketball team. They Fulton Rt. 4 will vie with 20
Robey,
Patsy
Workman,
Don
pools while a bus and driver is
won the county tournament and other beauties from all over well, Paul Stahr, Tommie Miller, Sanitago he will visit in JamaKing, Louis Patrick, Julen Jack- contracted for the
year.
headed straight for the regional Kentucky September 10 at Lou- Mrs. Katheryn F. Green, E. A. ica, Christobal, Balboa and other
son, Virgil Yates, Verna Neeley,
tournament. We were bustin' isville for the title of "Miss Ken- Carver, Jas. Carter, Forrest Mc- points in Central America.
Robert McAlister, Carol Ramos,
with pride at the wonderful tucky Rural. Electric Co-op of Murry, J. E. Roper, Paul R.
TraC,elling on one of the Fruit
Charles Singleton, Willie Mae
Logan, C. B. Ellenberg, Glenn Company's banana boats the
sportsmanship and their spunk. 1937".
Jonakin, D. G. Whittaker and
Carver, Miller Harpole, Roy D. steamer accomodate only twelve
So we made arrangements at
Forrest Adams.
TRUCK
COMING
Taylor, Prather Mangold, Donald guests, besides the crew. The
WFUL to broadcast the regional
Mr. King said that the entire
tournament
The truck from The Salvation Mabry, Austin Stroud, Joe Bow- passengers will take their meals
staff of the store expressed their
Army Mens Social Service De- ers.
and occupy accomodations allothanks to the public for making
In talking with some members partment will be in Fulton Sepcated to the officers of the ship.
it possible for them to win this
of GROUP ONE about making tember 9, 1957.
Do To Church Sunday
Bon voyage Clarence Reed.
Rev. Adams
award.
Cpl. Lemond, 22
arrangements to broadcast the
tournament more than one of
Is Killed Friday
them said: "Wadda you going to
In Hiway Accident
all that trouble for, they're not
Services for Cpl. Kenneth T.
going to win anyway." They did
Lemond, 22, were held at 2:30
. .. and went to the State tool
p. m. Wednesday Sept. 4. at
This article was written by of the night, demolishing every- even be considered by a young
Each human being is basically
When young people seek each V/hitnel Funeral Home here with
The same attitude applies when Keine Lowe, Jr., 18 years of age, thing in their path, and leaving thug with a reputation to protect. an animal. The young of the other out for recognition and so- the Rev. Henry Russell, pastor of
a meeting ,js called or their help and a student as the University a horrifying trail of ruin and
This desperate attempt at curb- species are even more obviously cial acceptance, often the means the First Methodist Church, and
is sought to cooperate in a civic of Tennessee, Martin, Tenn. A pillage! The intimidated, bewild- ing juvenile crime points up the animalistic than the adults. As of finding it, is to revert to the the Rev. Kingston, pastor of the
movement. "Aw, what's the use, disk-jockey for a small-town ered adult population has fallen impasse' that bungling adults a matter of fact, civilization can primitive. Young people, less Water Valley Baptist Church, offFulton never has gotten any- radio station, he is constantly prey to their own off-spring.
have reached. Let's take YOUR be called the process of defeat- "civilized" than most adults, as iciating. Burial was in Fairview
associated with teen-agers, and
This is a situation that calls boy or girl for instance. Per- ing, hiding, or frustrating those yet don't understand, or care, for Cemetery.
thing!"
knows their feelings, their likes, for drastic measures indeed! So haps you remember the little inborn animal instincts. Usually, our -complex system of checks
Cpl. Lemond. who was stationI still claim as Public Enemy and dislikes He speaks with the let's defame these young incor- annoying things that children do a teen-ager is less adept at hid- and balances known as "law". Un- ed at the Millington, Tenn., Marrigibles! Let's plaster their family for apparently no other reason ing these animal instincts than hampered by any immediate re- ine Base near Memphis, was
Number One the retailer in voice of authority.
Group One who, when called upnames across the front page of than just pure recognition and the "mature", "sophisticated", straining hand, the law of the killed Friday night August 30. in
United Press dispatch, New every
scandal-hungry
on to donate an item to be aucyellow attention. Even if it results in a adult. However, one of the most jungle, of brute force, is rein- an
automobile
accident
near
tioned off in the Lion's Club City York, Aug. 23: "One step in com- sheet in town. Give these neglect- scolding, the wonderful feeling common fallacies that we hold stated. For example, if one needs Dyersburg The body was first
batting
youth
crime
was
a
deciPark Auction said: 'H. . . I haveed youths the attention and pub- of being recognized more than today, is the one that a person money, one simply finds someone sent to the base, and was returnn't got any kids and I don't like sion to publish the names of all licity that they strive for so makes up for this. This same is "mature" upon reaching the who seems to have money, and ed here Tuesday morning.
picnics." He didn't donate, but juveniles accused of crimes of earnestly. This could be a power- need for recognition (some call age of 21. A few adults at 81 are take it! It's really very simple!
A detachment of 20 Marines acviolence, regardless of their age. ful incentive for bigger, and bet- it "social-acceptance") is the less mature than some of our pre- Anyone that is squeamish, or re- companied the body here for the
the funds were raised anyway.
In the past, youngsters have been ter crime. After all, who wants basis for so-called "juvenile de- sent teen-agers. Mere age itself tains the last vestiges of an adult funeral and burial.
their name and reputation link- linquency".
That's the key to our problem. protected with anonymity."
Cpl. Lemond leaves his wife.
Is no barometer of civilization. world, is "square", and is conIt's heartening to see, that the ed to a paltry purse-lifting
Too many public enemies
. and
After despairing of finding any Thus, the label of "teen-ager" as sidered fair game for anyone that Mrs. Shirley Bonds Lemond of
that's just what a fellow, or wo- weak, unprotected, immature charge? No, real publicity, like acknowledgement from busy par- such, is meaningless as a mark comes along. To be "square", a 504 Walnut. Fulton: a daughter,
man is, who stands by and let's adult population is being vigor- that proposed by our officials, ents, themselves often desperate- of maturity. But, in our groping person must be a part of the great Patricia Ann, 15-months-old: his
other people carry all the voltage ously protected from the dread calls for perhaps a cold-blooded ly insecure, the teen-ager natur- for a definitive term, it has been enigmatic, mysterious, feared, mother, Mrs. Elsie Brown Lernond
onslau
.
ight of 13 year-olds! These stabbing, or a public, noon-hour, ally turns to those of his own seized upon, and stuck. (Much to adult world! To be "square", of California: a brother, George
for community energy.
EVERYBODY'S TALKING a- terrifying demons of death and rape! Nothing so small and trivial age for this needed acceptance. the regret of many a respectable among teen-agers, is the unpard- Edward Lemond of Santa Monica,
destruction, swoop down from out as a candy-store looting could THIS CAN BE DISASTROUS! I young citizen.)
Continued on Page Five
Continued on Page Five
(Continued on Page Eight)

Larry McIntosh,
Ace Sportscaster
Joins WFUL

Rev. W. G. Adams
To Hold Revival
At Water Valley

180 Arrested Over
Weekend On U. S.
51 Road Blocks Grand And Petit
Jury Lists Are
Announced Today

Clarence Reed
Takes Off Friday
For Fine Cruise

Local A&P Store;
Employees Get
Honor Award

Marine Corporal
Returned For
Military Burial

A Teen-ager Tells His Views Of Current Problem

Small Farms Can Be Profitable Too, Says KBA
Does today's successful farming all
have to be on a large scale, as many
are being led to believe? In Fulton
and Graves Counties, for instance,
the average size farm is somewhere
around 85 acres, and we have occasionally heard talk that this acreage isn't large enough to support a
profitable family operation.
It was interesting, then, to receive
the following story this week from
the Kentucky Bankers' Association
which provides a little food for
thought on this matter of size:
:1Evey-so-often-those of us who are
in educational work have an opportunity to visit outstanding examples
of successful farming. Recently we
had occasion to be on two farms
whose operations impressed me
greatly. One of those, in Hart County,
was the 70 acre farm of the Paul
Smiths; the other was the 40 acre
farm of the Henry Kesslers in Green
County. In each case the owners were
getting enough net income to provide
a high standard of living. They were

demonstrating that the volume of
business does not necessarily depend
upon the number of acres in the farm.
"In the case of the Smiths, the business was built around a herd of high
producing dairy cattle, supplemented by a good herd of meat-type hogs
and a small acreage of excellent tobacco. They enlarge their resources
by renting additional acreages, mostly from retired neighbors. On the
Kessler farm, a family-operated broiler enterprise alone with a small, but
good, dairy herd and a small tobacco
base,-provides the principal sources
of income.
"The successful operation of these
small farms require more skill and
ingenuity than do the highly capitalized, large tracts. With the small
farms it is essential to use high income enterprises, intensive methods
and superior management. These
farms are the very essence of the
American free-enterprise system and
it is hoped that they can survive competition from corporation farming."

TRICTLY BUSINESS

By James P. Mitchell,
U. S. Secretary of Labor
LABOR DAY was originated by
Peter McGuive during the last century with two purposes in mind —
honor and leisure. It was a day on
which to pay homage to the achievements, aspirations, and genius of
American working men and women.
It was also a time for rest and recreation at a place in the calendar
that lacked a major holiday.
To these purposes — in the light
of our national experience since Peter
McGuire's Day — we may now add a
third: RELIGIOUS.
IN THE UNITED States it is impossible to celebrate a holiday like
Labor Day without recognizing its
regilious implications. To honor the
working people of our nation is to recognize their dignity as persons —
and to do that is to assign them a religious value.
For the soul of man is made after
the image and likeness of God —
possessing the Godlike powers of
knowing and loving. In this respect
all men are equal. There is no difference between rich and poor, master
and servant, ruler and ruled, "for
the same is Lord over all." All men
must love and respect that human dignity which God himself treats with
reverence.
TO SET ASIDE a time of rest is
to recognize the creative nature of
man — for leisure and creation are
related. We read in the Bible of God's
mysterious "rest" after the creation
of man. "He rested on the seventh
day from all His work which He had
done."
But aside from such basic reasons,
the vast struggle in the world today
between powers that would enslave
man and powers that would free him
leads us to see more clearly than ever
before the fundamentally religious
nature of our way of life and of the
concepts that underlie our society.
AS DID our Founding Fathers, we
believe in one supreme, personal
God — creator and preserver of_the
world — upon whom all reality, including man, is dependent. We believe that every man is endowed by
God with all these unalienable rights
to fulfill a God-given destiny according to his own enlightened conscience
and in his own chosen walk of life.
This nature, this way of life, and
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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READING
Nobody who can read is ever successful at cleaning out the attic.
—Franklin P. Adams
Reading is seeing by proxy.
—Herbert Spencer
You can glean knowledge by reading, but you must separate the chaff
from the wheat by thinking.
—Francis Osborn
Realism will at length be found to
surpass imagination, and to suit and
savor all literature.
—Mary Baker Eddy
We should accustom the mind to
keep the best company by introducing it only to the best books.
—Sydney Smith
As you grow ready for it, somewhere or other, you will find what is
needful for you in a book.
—George Macdonald
THE COMING OF WINTER
Be like the sun and the meadow,
which are not in the least concerned
about the coming of winter.
—George Bernard Shaw
To be interested in the changing
seasons is, in this middling zone, a
happier state of mind than to be hopelessly in love with spring.
—Santayana
Reading and winter fires go naturally together.
—Odell Shepard
Over the glaciers of winter the
summer glows.
—Mary Baker Eddy

"Wei of to harry back to my desk or rn
witting timer.

There „are winter days so full of
sudden sunlight that they will cheat
the wise crocus into scitufdering its
gold before its time.
Oscar Wilde
WISDOM
All wisdom is not new wisdom,
and the past should be studied if the
future is to be successfully encountered.
—Winston Churchill
Youth thinks intelligence a good
substitute for experience, and his
elders think experience a substitute
for intelligence.
—Lyman Bryson

isle for

Windage

fly P. Vt.
Labor Day has come and gone
— and with it, summer has ended, white shoes, straw hats and
summer suits go into storage for
the winter — school has started.
the football season is underway
and the golden days of fall are
net far off.
If you use coal at the house,
now is a good tune to survey the
coal bin and load up; get your
car re-tuned for fall and winter;
get out the fall clothes and have
them cleaned, and go shopping
for those you'll need
It's so ;Meanest to Plan ahead
when you can, like having a
freshly-cleaned suit ready to put
on for the first chilly day. How
few of us, including me, are ever
prepared!
The story of the tragic tram
wreck in Jamaica last weekend,
which claimed over 176 lives,
brought to light for the first time
(as far as I have ever seen) the
fact that the world's worst train
tragedy occurred in Italy on
March 2, 1944
believe that I was at the scene
of that tragedy in Italy not many
weeks after it happened, and I
haven't known until this week
that it was such a disaster. The
story stated that 521 persons
were suffociated by deadly coal
fumes in a tunnel. Because it
happened in wartime, to a thenenemy nation, the full account
may not have been revealed before now.
In mountainous Italy, Italian
trains often eluded allied aircraft strafing and bombing by
hurrying into a nearby tunnel
and waiting there until the attack was over. Our allied airmen
developed a special technique for
handling such cases.
One day we passed such a
scene; natives told us that a
whole trait was still sealed inside the tunnel by the simple
process of dropping bombs at
each end of it and creating landslides that closed each end with
tons of dirt and rock. At the time
we passed, apparently no effort
had been made to excavate either
end. There had been no one around to do the job except children and old people, and they
were all intent on their own survival.
Members of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Fulton
are being given a double treat

fall
I

We may achieve climate, but weather
is thrust upon us.
—O. Henry

Cleuriee Boodurant •

.......nday night by Miss Inez Earp
and Miss Louise Wade at the
home of Miss Wade on Carr
Street.

"....
.
vil•IMO'11P

Kentucky

these concepts are expressed daily in
the lives of our working people who
are freely working out their Godgiven destinies. To honor them is also
to honor these ideals.
TO REST, to honor, and to pray is
the fitting way to observe this uniquely American holiday.

bg Mernatters

Mr and Mrs. Charles ligcalurry
and son have gone to 0,-lands.
Florida to maks their home
We are sorry to hear Mrs Neal
Scearee is real sick In Obion co.
hospital we wish her a speedy
recovery.
Mr and Mrs. Ray Jackman are
the proud parents of an II pound
son born in Jones Clinic Thursday night. He has been named
Kenneth Alan.
Mrs. Daigle Bondurant, Clarice
and.kgra Ruth Cloys attended the
funeral of Mr Willie Jeffreas Saturday afternoon at Liberty church
Mimes Clara litcMurry and Bettye Lacy are visiting Mr and
of
Mrs. Skidleman
Plymouth
Michigan
Mesdames Clara Carr. Maurice Bendurant, Ines Menses, Wallace Koonce und Miss Niumie

SERMONETTH OF THE WEEK

What Labor Day Means To Me

CAYCE NEWS

this week by Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Rucker of Fulton; they not only
get to look at a giant 110-lb watermelon that the Ruckers brought
back from a trip to Texas, but
they also get to eat it.
Want to win a tax bet, Odd@
are high that the average persons
doesn't realise how much taxes
he pays. According to Industrial
News Review, It averages something like this: A persea who
makes $3,500.0e ($57-50 Per week
per year pays $1,643 in taxes
People who make $4.450 per year
(about $6.06 per week / pay $1,425
In taxes. Those who earn $7,560
about $145.66 per week) pay
$2.637. These figures are substantially higher than income tax
forms idics.te because they include a vast number of indirect
and "hidden" taxes. But they
amount to about one-third of the
Income a person earus, and illustrate that Min taxes are everybody's problem.

Jack Carter arrived in Fulton
Monday to take up his duties as
football coach.
Mrs. Woodrow Fuller and
daughter, Beaulah Ann, returned to their home on Second
Street Friday.
Miss Pauline Thompson returned home last week after spending
a week with friends and relatives
in St. Louis, Mn.
Miss Ailene Westbrook and
Miss Anna Catherine McBride
returned home Thursday after
spending two days in Louisville,

Recent experiments show that
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ray Graham
returned to their home here Sat- eggs stored in airtight containers
urday night from a two weeks keep better than eggs in wire
trip to - Memphis, Hot Springs, baskets
and many interesting points in
How Christian
Texas.

Science Heals
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Weeks
were host and hostess to their 'A Divine Guidance In
••
bridge club Thursday night at
School Problems
enPark
Avenue,
on
home
their
IRPTIL (MO Ks.) oisessay PAO
tertaining three tables of play1 11111.0.
.
.0
ers. The guest list included seven
members and these five visitors:
mina Aid Batteries
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart, Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Owen and Mrs.
Osisiplete Line
L B. Ryan of Dyersburg, Tenn.
rap an makes if beans( slat
VW* sir Searbag AM DepartClyde Stephenson of St. Louis, mien at year Bret egmernsaky.
Mo., spent a few days this week
in Fulton with his father, Mr.
B. B. Stephenson, and family at
miss* in
mos Lake Street
their home in Highlands.

curl DRUG co.

•

-

The plant \sthat might have been

40-Year Mystery Still Unsolved
The mystery surrounding the
strange disappearance and death
of the man who gave the world
the Diesel engine — the forerunner of the diesel-electric locomotive — may never be solved.
Rudolf Hiegel was his name.
In 1913, Diesel. then 55 years of
age and world-famous, left Antwerp with two friends by channel
steamer for England. In London.
Diesel was to confer with certain
business intermits concerning the
opening of a new Diesel plant.
He and his friends had dinner on
the boat, and afterwards they
strolled on deck before going to
their staterooms for the night.
Sense time during the night the
famous inventor disappeared.
Was he murdered? If so, by
whom? And what was the motive? Did he accidentally fall
overboard? Or was it suicide?
These are some of the questions
which have baffled business associates, police officers and detectives for more than 40 years.

Ky. Where Miss Westbrooks took
a Beautician's State Board Examination.
Mr. and Mrs. John Morris announces the marriage of their
daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. Max
McKnight, of Ripley, Tennessee
The wedding occured Sunday,
August 29, at Hickman, Kentucky with the Rev. Hargrove reading the ceremony in the presence
of only two attendants, Miss Margaret Nell Gore and Harris Russell.
They will make their home for
the present at 105 Jefferson
Street.
Mrs. Willard Bard, who was
before her present marriage,
Miss Margaret Valentine, was
honored with a linen shower

I
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If people amid buy postage
stamps on credit, or pay for
them at the end of the month.
they'd hale the poet office as
much as they do the utilities, and
for no better mass-

TURNING BACK THE(LOCK —
Mrs. John T Price spent Friday with relatives and friends in
Memphis, Tann.

STORE AM/SORT

Always do right; yeti will
onish
gratify some people and
the rest.—Mark Twain.

FROM THE FILES:—

September 3, 1937

Sienese visited Mrs Maud* Baker
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Watson near Dyer. Tenn,
Friday.
We welcome Mn. Tom McClellan to Cayce she haa taken La
apartment with Mrs. ICUs Roily.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Herpole of St. Louis, Mo. were Thursday night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs, Ronald Johnson
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Aubuchon of St. Louis, Mo. spent
the labor day holiday with Mr.
and Mrs. Gut Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Orme and
John Miner and Mrs. Susie Belle
Gardner attended a family reunlon of Mrs. Cruces terra,' In
Humbolt, Tenn. Sunday. This is
an annual affair.
Itr and Mrs Wilmer Croce
and sons of Lone Oak, Ky netted Mr. and Mrs J J Cruoe a
short time Sunder
Mr. and Mrs Virgil Davis of
Fulton visited Mrs. Ora Oliver recently.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Mainly Jones ham
moved to the farm of Mrs. Tom
McClellan.

New highways may keep
future industries away
from your community!
Sounds odd, doesn't it, that new highways
may hurt your community? Yet just that
has befallen certain unhappy cities.
New highways often parallel railroads.
If the highway hugs the railroad too closely,
the best plant sites are blocked off from
the rail transport most industries must have.
When that happens, away goes the prospect of better times, of more jobs and more
payrolls to be spent in your community.
And lost, too, is a new taxpayer to share
your tax burdens.
A tittle planning can avert this potential
disaster. When highways are being routed,
be sure an ample strip of land runs between
railroad and highway. Then you can offer
industry the choicest sites with ready access to both rail and highway transportation.
Is such foresight worthwhile? In the past
decade, the Illinois Central has located
more than a thousand new industries along
its lines. The next decade ought to beat this
record. Your community should be prepared
to share in Mid-America's growth.

ii
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of the WS WED nee fens AND
Taylor Waigf. A r•Alige tarsier,
he lived in the OMR community
all his his.
F ,nera I services were held at
Knob Creek Church of Christ at
Services for Mrs. Flom Moss of two o'clock Thursday, with Bob
Tri City were conducted Satur- Morrison otflehttlag. Burial was
day afternoon. August 31, at 2:00
p. m. at the Bell City Church of
Christ.
Mrs. Moss died at her home in
ITEMS
Tri City Thursday, August 29, at
11:30 p. m. after two years illness.
She was the daughter of John
Hund and Jane Hart Hund of
Hickman, Ky., where she was
born on Nov. 24, 1882. She was
74.
She is survived by her
band, one son, R. T. Morris of
Tri City, two daughterly Miss
Mona Mae Morris, Tri City, and
Mrs. Dwight Jones of Tri City,
two sisters, Mrs. Walter Johnson
of Hickman and Mrs. Frank
Bivins of East St. Louis, Mo., and
three grandchildren.
She was a member of the Bell
City Church of Christ where
funeral services were conducted
by Brother Robert Usery and
Brother Waylon Lawrence of
Mayfield. Burial under the direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral
Home of Dukedom was in the
Beach Grove Cemetery.

In. Thu Mess

In Pinegar Cemetery with Jackson
Brothers Funeral Horne in charge.
Survivors Include Kr. Wtley's
wife, Nora Wiley; two sons, Bedford and Alton Wiley; four brothers, Ted, 'rule, Iron, and Jack
Wiley; and one 'Weer, Mrs. Lutie
Murphy.

Boy Hurt In Fan
Al Post Office
David
son of
Kinney
Injured
he fen

McKinney. ii year ow
Mr and Mrs Harry Mcof Fulton was seriously
Tuesday Morning when
down the %Bement steps

of the local postoffice.
Young McKinney fell ripproxi
mately ten feet from a ledge around the steps going Into the
basement.
He was carried to Hews hospital where it was found that
he had a fractured skull, with

The Fulton News, Thursday, September 5, 1957 Page 3
apparent Internal bleeding Be
FIB PACKED
was rushed to the Simms and
In 1956, 85 percent of carrots
Murphy Clinic In Memphis. DT.
E. P. Crocker accompanied Yount sold were prepackaged, resulting
McKinney in the ambulance to in lower transportation coats and
Memphis.
less spoilage.
•

AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES ONLY AS LONG AS
SUPPLY LASTS
,A 17
It

Southern States
BIG ANNUAL

September 6-14

William P. Jeffress
William P. Jeffress died about
4:00 p. m. Thursday, August 29,
at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Louise Leip, on rum Street in
Fulton.
He had been in ill health for
the past two years. He was 73.
Mr. Jeffress was born in Graves
County, Ky. He was a farmer all
of his life. He was the on of
Albert Jeffress and Mary Ann
Waggoner Jeffress. He made his
home on Crutchfield Route 1
until recently when he moved
Into the home of his daughter.
He is survived by his wile.
Leona Roper Jeffress, one daughjet Mrs. Chester Leip, Fulton,
cne son, Roper Jeffreas, Fulton.
two brothers, S. F. Jeffress, Fulton Route 4 and I. R. Jeffress.
of Crutchfield Route 1. rive
grandchiMren, one gftet grandchild and 1 step grandchild. Several nieces and nephews.
He was a member of the Lib
arty Baptist Church.
Funeral services were conducted Saturday afternoon at 2:30 p
at the Liberty Baptist Church
with Rev. L G._ Scott officiating
Burial under the direction of
Whitnel Funeral IteMa, w
In
Greenlee Cemetery

.."-4.1•404;:e.4
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3A" PLASTIC PIPE

Southern States

Dry Charge Battery

Regular Price
11c Per Ft.

(TCY90)

UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC PAIL
Acid added when you buy it100% power-longer if. folly
guaranteed fits most popular cars.
45 plates. 18 mo. guarantee.

REGULAR PRICE

SALE PRICE

$15.70
PLUS OLD BATTERY

...

11.
95
OLD BATTERY

Nettie Sills /farm

Charles Bums
The body of Charles Burns,
who died at his home in Magee,
Mississippi, early Saturday. August 31, arrived in Fulton Monday morning, and was taken to
the Hornbeak Funeral Home. The
funeral was held in Magee.
Burial was at 300 p. m. Monday in Fairview Cemetery, with
graveside services.
He is survived by his wife and
one son, Clois Burns.

Duey Lee Wiley
P:tney Lee Wiley died at his
home on Dukedom, Route 2. Wednesday morning, Aug 28 at three
o'clock after an illness of 'even
weeks.
The deceased was born in Kentucky February 2, ION. the son

ssts. Ikempaj
Masieg ism
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
117 Mani

Fatten

LAWN BROOM
RAKE (No 5R221

retTeX:
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...Lem
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Regular Price $1.98

Sale Price 9.25

Unico Redi-Grip Tubed
Snow & Mud Tire

beleaced

iseilo

welded te beep
. elm. berella

Regular Price

abrasion
19 a

$1 20

Sale Price . 90(

Bondi Vise(No. 434)

Regular wash cycles
. . . hot and warm
temperatur• control
.
. automatic time
fill . . . three spray
rinses . . . sediment
trap .. . flomatic balance . . . fluid drive
. . 8-9 lb. capacity
. . 3 van* agitator
. . . 1 /3 H.P: motor
. door on top.

REGULAR PRICE
$249.95

.184.50

SALE PRICE..

Unito Electric Dryer
(MOOR AD447A)

670 x15
4 Ply (Bleck)

Regular

Price
$10.95

"All year" passenger tire
with greater traction on and
on highway. Heavy treads
grip and hold in snow, mud,
slush, sand. Wider treed
puts more rubber on rood.
Added mileage, greater *4
stability, longer mead We.
Silent running.

Ileeetiliffilleeette

SALE PRICE '7.95
LEATHER WORK
QO ES (No. 6032)

ARCTK WRAP
LOCKER PAPER
(50 ft. x 18 in.)

drying ... safety switch
stops dryer when door is
opened ... big lint trap
•••d.s •mptylng only
after 15-20 drying loads
• .. holds 8-9 lb.. dry
sloth's ... two thermostatic safety controls . • .
baked-on enamel finish.

REGULAR PRICE
$22.00 Plus Tam

SALE PRICE ,

wv• 1 re in bumf e, (ma la
llestoras Ora et weetherail
trarsells ill eollsing bees woke
I. asphalt reek

SALE PRICE
• $2.09
TARPAUUN
Top greats. closely Weise ranee
Ilea -Aerobes, stItsbed. 11•Irstorired
erenrars.

Regular

Price

$14.60

SALE PRICE
$10.95

reran. stssie Maoist ...
ainisect-cesil
ibre sets ea.. wooh,441 • . • 1,41/6441.
ter timber
Ilsoomml

lootw000sewo
orompokt14 I.. •••
I. froolo.s,
poMmorotore. Poo
=v. to 4

15.95

Regular Price $1.65

Regular Price. 84t

PLUS TAX

Sole Price '1.20

Sole Price .. 55e

5 GAL. ROOF COATING
WITH FIBER

10 h. x 12 ft.(12 oz.)
itif MA1141,
AUTOMATIC
WASHER

(MODEL AW147A)

SALE PRICE
7C Per Ft.

PLUS
Mattie Ann Sills Harper died
shortly after 6:00 p. m. Friday
night, August 29, at the Jones
Hospital.
She was the daughter of John
Sills and Elizabeth Young Sills,
and was born in Hardman
County, Tennessee April 29, 1887.
She was a member of the Sandy
Branch Primitive Baptist Church.
She is survived by her husband,
Arthur L Harper, two daughters,
Mrs. Laura Kerner of St Louis,
and Mrs. Lucy Matheny of Route
2, Martin. Two sons, William
Cody Harper of Detroit and
Lewis Harper of St. Louis. One
son. Eulis Harper died in 1925.
One brother, Willie Sills, Route
Fulton and five grandchildren.
Several neices and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted at 4.00 p. m. Saturday at Johnson Grove with Rev. Lewis Elliott, pastor of McConnel Baptist
Church, officiating.
Burial was in the Johnson
Grove Cemetery under the direction of the Whitnel Funeral
Home.

1111;co Auiomatic
Wasifier

75 lb,. pressure. 100% virgin
poly•11..:ane. lrghl,
srosy
to install. tong Is. Prat kart by
trait' ng.

REGULAR PRICE

$199.95

...$143.00

SALE PRICE.

(With Cover)

Unica Permanent
Anti-Freeze

Controlled hoot cooking. It broisos, cooks,
stows, blokes, onto,-

All winter protection. Won', boil oil
lost lelsibitor protects motor, recfraterr.
Practically odorless.

oskss . . sett It's tonrarsiblo. Th•rora•
rteticelly atishetraid.

Regular

REGULAR PRICE
$2.75 Gal.

Sale Price.... 12.98

1.90 Gal.

Dormeyer Electric Skillet

Price
$16.95

SALE PRICE

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON CO-OPERATIVE
Central Avenue

"NCIERLS

Phone 399

South Fulton

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

Mr. Gibbs, Mrs Mary Lou rulchDuleys and Mrs. Harvey Cald- of the First Methodist Church.
Bertha has recently returned er'and children, Gary and Cathy,
well. Jack will re-enter mad
school at the University of Louis- from a trip around the world at Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones, Miss
which time she attended a meet- Ouida Jewell, Miss Mary Finch,
ville.
St. Mary's Catholic Church in scalloped lace frill and were tied
ing of the International Associat- Miss Wanda Holland. Mr. and
We were so glad to hear the ed country women of the world Mrs. Dick McIntyre, Mr. and Mrs. New Albany, trictiana was the with double faced blue and pink
good news today that Billy which was held in Ceylon. Mrs. Sonny Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. scene of a beautiful wedding at satin ribbons. Mr. Hyland served
Browning of Louisville is feeling Edgar Provine and her committee Harry Freeman, and Miss Farro ten o'clock on the morning of his son as best man.
Wright.
ship-shape again after an illness. presided at the register.
Monday, the second of SeptemThe bride's mother wore a
He spent several days in a LouisIn the receiving line with Mrs.
ber, ninteen hundred and fifty
frock of printed silk in
stylish
Mrs.
Elmer
was
to
Shaw
hostess
well
may
By Mary Nano Wright
you
and
hospital
ville
McLeod were Mrs. Reginald
seven, when Miss Edwina Rae
know that all of his family were Williamson, Mrs. Roy D. Taylor a delightful gift toe at her home Jackson, daughter of Mr. and shades of blue. Her hat and acHoar Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
quite concerned. But we're hap- and Mrs. Hugh Lattus all county Monday afternoon honoring Anna Mrs. Martin Jackson of Louis- cessories were white.
py that Billy, Barbara and baby officers. Fruit punch, home bak- Jean Edwards a Mayfield, bride- ville, Kentucky became the bride
Friday.
through
Mrs. Hyland, mother of the
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday
William Hunt were able to spend ed cookies and nuts were served elect of Charles Davidson also of of John Lee Hyland of Auburn groom, wore an early fall Franklast weekend in Lexington with to the guests by the Presidents Mayfield.
Alabama, son of Mr. and Mrs.
original of navy crepe; matchMany beautiful arrangements Robert Emmett Hyland of Ful- lin
her parents.
of the different Homemaker
satin bands caught with briling
year
the
in
City
York
New
in
PEOPLE
of
WISE
summer flowers that were ton. Father Carl Buhmeir offiThose
clubs in the county.
buttons ornamented the
liant
gifts from friends were used in ciated at the impressive double
1882 who selected the first Monday in September for Another one of our favorite
The table was covered with a
A tiny white faille fold
bodice.
the decoration, Mrs. Shaw greetpeople left town Monday — Ann
outlined the V neckline. The
a HOLIDAY from LABOR — had the right idea. And Latta, who will teach in Clay white •zut work cloth. A beauti- ed the guests. In the receiving ring service.
arrangement of yellow mariThe beautiful marble altar was sleeves were braclet length. She
line was the hostess the honothe reason for selecting that certain date was because Grade School in Paducah. This ful
golds and porn porns. in. a,,,..crywhite beaver pill box and
with large arrangements
banked
and
—
her
Ray
ree,
mother, Mrs. Howard
will be Ann's first experience itl stal bowl was in the center of
it was, midway between the Fourth of
accessories.
navy
of
chrysanthemums
white
giant
profession — but we know the table with two large crystal Shaw, Mrs. Leslie Davidson,
Thanksgiving which would give everyone a timely rest this
Following the ceremony a rethat she will be a real asset to punch bowls at each sad of the mother of the groom, and his placed at either side of the gold
summer.
after the heat of
the school. Ann graduated from table As the guests were served, two sisters, Mrs. Bill Deaton of candelabra which held white ception was given at the home
of the bride's aunt and uncle,
The highways around Fulton were positive proof that the University of Kentucky two Mrs Jesse McNeal from the Paducilh, and Mrs. ConrileY candles.
ago and worked in Louis- Hickman club played the "Indi- Lampley of West Viola, Ky.
The bride wore a lovely in- Mr. and Mrs. Urban Guentha. The
LOTS and LOTS of people were taking advantage of years for
Miss Edwards was dressed in
a year. She will teach
ville
wedding dress of white bride's table was draped in a
the long weekend — but LOTS and LOTS of us here the third grade. Ann will live an Love Call" on the piano. Mrs. a sheath dress of aqua blue formal
silk
designed with a fit- cutwork cloth. A cluster of wedorganza
R. Powell, sang "My Blue
cupiona,
cut
low
a
with
square
at home just stayed in TOWN and "visited" with with Mrs. R. F. Green at 2500 JHeaven",
ted bodice encrusted with rows ding bells were suspended above
and "Alice Blue Gown",
tiered wedding
friends. It was an EVER so good HOLIDAY for us — Jefferson Street. We feel certain She was accompanied by Mrs. neck. She wore a corsage of pink of lace; lace also edged the cuffs the table. The with
a miniature
will be home most McNeal.
asters, a gift from the honoree. of the short sleeves; pearl buttons cake was topped
Ann
,,that
drop
friends
having
and
just being with our families
Miss Carolyn Roberts presided closed the bodice. The volumin- bride and groom. Misses Marilyn
every weekend — so — actually,
by for a chat — with NO worries of automobile acci- we won't be LOSING her com- Mrs. McLeod. dressed in a at the register, having each ous gathered skirt was worn over and Linda Guentha assisted In
lovely all silk Sari, the native guest write in the brides book.
dents. We are just CONVINCED that is it a DELIGHT- pletely.
taffeta. She wore a white straw serving the guests.
dress of Ceylon and wearing a
The table was covered in a picture hat and white accessories.
Whitesell
Wednesday
left
Betsy
Following their wedding trip
FUL way to spend many more Labor Days!
for Belleville, Illinois where she gift corsage of large bronze beautiful liice cloth over pink. A She carried a white Bible topped
and Mrs. Hyland will make
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center arrangement of shaded with a large white orchid surwill teach physical education in
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home in Auburn. Alabama
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in
mountains
the high school. And we are just
pink flowers in a low crystal rounded by illusion and tied with where Mr. Hyland is working on
Nell Martin Bradford for this in- Adirondack
the
on
Her
Racquette
trip.
as happy as we can be that both her experiences
bowl and tall white candles in satin ribbons.
teresting story about a former Rew York State, on
his doctorate in Vetinerary pracFultonian . . . The Rev. Kimball Lake. This is in the beautiful of these girls have chosen the comprehensive account of the double crystal holders centered
tice at Auburn University. Both
Miss
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Underwood. Kimball
of the groom, was the maid of Mr. and Mrs. Hyland attended
ton and attended Fulton High many of the lovely summer they'll have FUN, too! Betsy and was an inspiration to everyone. table was a large crystal punch
Murray State Teacher's College.
MorP.
J.
the
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Ann are sorority sisters from U.
bowl, two antique crystal com- honor. She wore a frock of pink
School for a couple of years lodges are such
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designed
along
shirtOut of town guests attending
conservacomplimenting
A lovely party
K., you know. Confidentially,
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mornbe
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Yorker.
would probably go something
Mrs. Billie Black of Union City.
Street
ies were white. She carried colo- Robert Oliver of Mayfield. Mr.
Tom remarked that they were like this, "Miss Whitesell, will ing at 8 o'clock at the First Meth- Others who assisted in serving
In a recent issue of the Louisnial bouquet of pink carnations and Mrs. Joseph Hyland and
ville Courier-Journal a picture really in interesting country as you tell me WHY this HAS to odist Church in Fulton was given were Mrs. Tommie Bynum of
mingled with seed pearls. The daughter, Ann. of Fort Thomas.
appeared of Rev. Underwood as the camp was located on the be done THIS way?" And we in the Terrace Room here Mon- Union City, Mrs. Druie Black of
flowers
were encircled with a KY.
day
evening.
and
that
or
rector
will
know
BETSY
ANN
Lake
as
Tenn.,
installed
Mrs.
C.
and
Rives.
E.
beautiful Racquette
he was being
Hosts for the occasion were Myers of FJfinghani, Ill. All are
at Calvary Episcopal Church on that wildlife such as bear, deer, both have the RIGHT answer.
employers and emploees of the aunts of the honoree.
South Fourth Street in Louis- beaver, muskrat and even MINK Good luck, to both of you!
Park Terrace, where Miss Finch
Fifty friends and relatives
were strictly "on the hoof" —
ville.
has been working this summer. were included on the guest list.
1031Z AND THERE:
Many of us remember the love- just everywhere around.
Edith Gambill left Fulton Tues- It was a surprise affair for Miss
Tom ALWAYS finds some inly Underwood family and their
Long Term — Low Interest
young son, Kimball, who was a teresting work every summer day for Abilene, Texas where Finch.
NEW
IN
BUILDING
the
No appraisal fee
For
occasion,
honoree
the
very outstanding student. For a while he is away from school. she will enroll for her senior
The offices, shops and showYou pay only for the time that you use
tirne he was interested in art and We are so glad that he will have year at Abilene Christian College. was attractive in a black frock.
The young couple was present- room of the ICrig Motor Compainted many lovely pictures. these two weeks at home to see Edith is the daughter of Mr. and
the money.
Maree Bushart is so fortunate to all or his old friends. What a Mrs. John Gambill of South Ful- ed a pressure cooker by their pany have been moved this week
hosts.
new
on
their
building
to
State
ton.
have one of his landscape scenes shame that his brother, Mac,
Guests were served from an Line and Carr Streets. Mollie
Clara C. Shirley and daughwhich is very outstanding for a couldn't be here. Mac's in Daven"young artist" who was just in port, Iowa where he is a sales ters, Patricia Ann and Martha attractive decorated long table. King, owner, stated that a big
C. Fields, Sec-Trace
high school at the time he paint- engineer for Alcoa Aluminum of Sue, --of Nashville spent Labor The evening was spent informal- "open house" will be planned in
Union City, Tonne's.*
453,
Tel
the new building when the 195g
America. But the two brothers Day weekend with her parents, ly.
edit.
Pontiai
shown.
Those
are
.
present
were
Miss
Finch,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C. R.. Collins at
Our congratulations go to the will have an interesting time in
young rector! And we're happy New York City for two weeks their home on Fourth Street.
Marvin Phillips has returned
to say, "Kimball Underwood once during the month of October as
Mac is being *era there by his to the University of Tennessee
lived in Fulton!"
company for an indoctrination at Knoxville. Marvin, a former
Happy days are here again for program. This will also give Mac member of the Bulldog squad is
the Lawson Ropers! Their daug- an opportunity to meet a VERY attending the university on - a
ter, Elizabeth Ann Hart and three nice young lady named Carol football scholarship. He is majorlittle girls, Becky, Susan and Tape, who is "being seen" quite ing in transportation. Marvin is
Nancy arrived in Fulton Satur- often with the future young doc- the son of Mr..and Mrs. M. D.
day and will stay for three weeks. tor. We met Carol in New York Phillips.
Nothing makes us happier than in April and were QUITE imThe Ernest Hancock home was
to have our "children" at home.
pressed wfth her, We'll be thinking of you, Tan and Mae Nall a scene of gaiety over the-weekAnd — nothing makes us sad- and We hope you'll have the end. Their guests were Miss
Loretta Hughes and Fairy Brian
der — than for them to leave. BEST time — ever!
of Nashville, and Mrs. Warren
Our son, Don Wright, lett Tuesday via plane for Washington
Mrs. C. L Drysdale has re- King and Nellie Reynolds of St.
where he will spend the night turned from a two weeks visit Petersburg, Florida.
with the Bill Newtons or the Dr. in Washington, D. C. While there
Ronnie McAlister left last week
Thomas Callahami before return- she visited her neice, Mrs. Charing to the U. S. Naval Academy les Rogers and family. She was for Greenville, S. C. where he
at Annapolis, Md. Wednesday. also a guest in the home of Col. will enroll in the North GreenThe little red house on W. State and Mrs. Gettys Lee. CoL Lee is ville Junior College. Ronnie is
Line Road will "return to nor- a son of John Lee and also a nep- entering college on a full basketmal" again after, having been fill- hew of Elizabeth .Joyner or'Ful- ball scholarship. We remember
ed with the younger set — from ton. The Lees are back in the that Ronnie was forward on the
time to time during the past States after having duty in Alas- 1956 championship Fulton High
month.
ka. They will be remembered by Bulldog team. He Is the son of
How happy we were to have many in our fair city as they Mr. and Mrs. Byron McAlister.
-visitors" from that group Sun- have visited here several tithes.
Max McDade has returned from
day afternoon, Wendell Norman
Mrs. Drysdale visited with the
and Tom Nall. Wendell is here, W. B. Pucketts, former Fulton- Evanston, Ill, where he attended
you know with his wife, Louise, ians, who live in Maryland, just a leadership school of S. A. E.
and their NEW son, James Wen- outside of the District. Mr. Puc- social fraternity which was held
dell, at the home of her parents, kett has several men's furnish- on the Northwestern University
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Hancock out ings stores in that area. They campus. Max was selected as a
on Mayfield Highway. And IS he were so very interested in delegate from his chapter at the
the PROUDEST PAPA? (So are EVERYONE in Fulton. The Puc- University of Kentucky. Univerwe!)
ketts lived in the Stone Apart- sities and colleges from all over
Now, I could write PAGES a- ment on Second Street while they the U. S. were represented at this
bout our friend, Torn Nall, be- lived here and will be remem- school, which held daily sessions
cause — if EVER there was an bered by their many friends here. for one week.
INTERESTING youngster— We know they enjoyed being
Bertha McLeod, home demonTOM is that! But to brief you — with Mrs. Drysdale.
stration agent of Fulton County
Tom belongs to Martin and Emily
Nall on Third Street and he is
Jack and Marcy Snow and chil- was singularly honored last Weda student at Cornell Medical Col- dren, Linda, Janice and Jack, nesday afternoon when the Fulhave returned to their home in ton County Homemakers were
lege in New York City.
He spent the past eight weeks Louisville after spending a few hosts for a delightful tea given
;s the "resident physician" of a days with their parents. the Guy at 2 o'clock in the dining room

Miss Edwina Rae Jackson And Mr. John Lee
Hyland Are United In Marriage September 2
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Diary of Doin's

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Lou Assia
A.

DOLLAR VALUE WEEK'When You Buy This Big - Value
TWO-PIECE SOFA GROUP
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—HERE IS WADES EXTRA BONUS
—this week oily — with your sofa-group:

Take Your Choice

s

Modem
Six-Drawer
DESK _
$1.00

Only $1.00 Additional

Glass
Door
Bookcase
$1.00

Modem
Platform
, ROCKER
$1.00

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDERS
NON-CAKING •• PRIM FLOWING
Extra yields of top quality wheat and other small grains are
your assurance of lower production wets and sure profits.
Palleted Soil Builders supply plant nutrients in the proper
Wawa to produce rapid growth—vigorous root systems—
strong, healthy plants that stool freely, and vrell filled heads
for top yields
Plan now to use DARLING'S PEI I ETED Soil Builders
en your wheat this falL

CITY
210 Mulberry

COAL

COMPANY

Fulton

Phone 51

3 Piece
- LUGGAGE SET
$19.95

9 x 12
LINOLEUM RUGS
$5.50

WADE
LAKE STREET

FURNITURE
COMPANY

PHONE 103

FULTON, KY.
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•BEE/ArrON NEWS • NEW HOPE NEWS
Mrs. E. W. Mellierrtes •

Mrs. Mort Walston
Amassesemeei
bout our young business and proThe
Beelerton
School
Dell
rang
fessional people leaving Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Holt yielded
. . . EVERYBODY'S TALKING Thursday morning, Septinber 5. their son, Gene, his wife and
chilabout the fact that our young We are all proud of our school dren in Indianapolis, Ind, several
and
the
teachers
who
are
so
college graduates are settling
days last week they were accomelsewhere when they finish school faithful and loving to our chil- panied home by their grandchildren.
Also
cafeteria
the
workers.
. . . EVERYBODY'S TALKING
dren, Scottie and Stepenie for
Miss Joyce Hopkins, Charles
about the fact that if things conand extended visit.
tinue to digress as they are now, Hopkins, Miss Dorothy F a y
Mr and Mrs. Joe Frame of St
Fulton will be headed straight Vaughn, Miss Effa Mae Vaughn, Louis, Mo. were visitors in the
Miss
and
Gale
Lynch
were
Thursfcc• the ghost heap
home of Mrs. Willie Hill over the
. EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT THE day dinner guests of Miss Judy week end
Outland.
The
occasion
being Miss
EMPTY STORE BUILDINGS;
Miss
Patsy Latta,
Memphis.
THE EMPTY HOUSES AND A- Outlarufs birthday.
Tenn spent the holidays with her
Mr. and Mrs. Lenord Wilson parents Mr. and
PARTMENTS; YT how many
Mrs. Clots Latta.
of those big talkers are lending visited in Michigan last week.
Phyla
Outland
and
David
Outa hand to save this community.
Mr and Mrs. W L. Barley and
land visited Glenda McMorris eon. Steven, of
— —
California are vistdslidgi
S, morning.
iting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Not many, believe you me.
Mrs. Lorene Presley visited Mr. Walter Kimbro.
This is the first of a series of
articles we are going to write and Mrs. Winfred McMorris SunOn Sunday September 14. the
members of the New Hope Homeabout taking a look at Fulton By day night.
Mrs.
Lorene
Presley
visited
Mr. makers Club honored their famithe time we are finished with
the series of articles we will have and Mrs. Winfred McMorris Sun- lies and friends with a dinner
at the Columbus-belmont Park
called a spade and spade and per- day night.
Joyce Anne Stephens spent Present were Mr. and Mrs.
haps named names, and if we
Wilhaven't been stoned and boycott- Monday night in McKenzie, Tenn. liam Pittman, Mr and Mrs. Denwith
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerrel
Under- ton Pittman and daughter, Denice
ed too badly, maybe, just mayand Sue Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbe, we may have generated some wood and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Ge Underwood of lard Haynes and children Laura
community energy.
Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Jerrel Under- and Willard, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- - wood and son of McKenzie, Mrs. liam Kimbro and Sandra, Mr. and
Winfred McMorris, Eugene and Mrs. Rupert Latta, Mr. and Mr*.
.
• PLEASANT VIEW Glenda and Mrs. Lorene
Presley lamer Walston, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Genres Elliott • were Monday dinner guests of Paul Buttier and
daughter. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stephens Thelma Anderson and Charles
Bro. Wall delivered a inspiring and daughter.
and Mrs. Vera Byrd
message to the Pleasant View
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Via and
Mr. and Mrs. K C. Underwood
Congregation Sunday morning and children and Mr. and Mrs. children returned to their home
and night. There was one addi- J. C Jackson and children were is Indianapolis, Ind after a three
tion to the church.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. day visit with his mother Mrs.
Beatrice Via.
Ronnie Wall, Richard Wiiken- J. H. Vaughn Sunday.
Labor Day dinner guest in our
son, Freddy Jackson and Lynn
Mrs. Willie Johnston is visitBowlin spent Sunday with Jerry ing her sister and family in borne were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Frame, Mr and
Doughty. The occasion was Jer- Mounds, Ill this week.
Mrs. Stanley
ry's birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMor- Roper. Mr. Dan Clore and Roger
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Elliott, ris, Eugene and Glenda were Roper.
Mrs. Francis Cunningham
Diane and Rodney of Nashville Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Washington, D. C. who was calland Mrs. Laura Elliott of Fulton Lorene Presley.
ed here by the death of her sis- spent Tuesday night in our home.
ter Mrs. Lucy Moore is visiting
Wilton Holt of Texas City,
at the home of her brother Mr.
Texas arrived here Friday night •PIERCE STATI
ON
for the weekend. He left early
116'h. Charles Lowe • and Mrs. Bryan Kearby.
Tuesday morning along with Mrs.
Holt and Rhonda
The nice shower of rain MonBro and Mrs. Wall and chil- day Wu appreciated as it was the
Lone Oak Club
dren were Sunday dinner guests first in some time.
Winne! Caentisgbas —
of Mrs. Wall's brother and famiMr. and Mrs. I. S. Conner, Mrs
ly of Milan.
Algae Hay and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
The Lone Oak Club met at
Kr. arid Mrs. Charles Johns, DeMyer were Sunday dinner
Gary and Donna. Mr. and Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jones the center August 25, for the regular meeting with nine members
Bob Elliott and boys were our near Ruthville.
and Misa Odom, present and Mrs
supper guests Monday night.
Miss Helen Rogers returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pounds, Washington Sunday after a two Joyce Brown was hostess.
Mrs. Bethel', the president callMr and Mrs Arnie Cashon, Mrs. weeks visit with relatives here.
ed the meeting to order.
Hattie ' Peeler and daughter,
Mrs. Jessie Raines of Dyer, Song
"It Isn't Any Trouble"
Glenda, visited relatives in the Tennessee spent the past week
was lead by Miss Oilcan.
community last week.
with her daughter, Mrs. Jack
Devotional was given by Joyce
Mr. Raymond Wall and George Lour and family
Brown.
Mac Terrell both have new pickMr. and ,Mrs. Gerald Cooley
Club creed was read in unison.
up trucks.
and Charles of St. Louis spent Ann2ncem
enta followed.
the weekfild with Mr and Mrs. Roll call wai
answered by
George
Cooley.
1A41 STUDENTS—
Book I Have Read This Year"
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale Minutes read and Treasurers
(Continued from Fag* OM
reof Centralia, Tu. spent several port given Old and
New business
Carr Instutute
353 .up "few") days with relatives here recently. was discussed with the
Vice-PresFulton High
196 4up 111)
Mrs. C. E. Lour and Mrs. Myr- ident
presiding.
South Fulton elementary and tle Orleans spent last Thursday
The
following
gave
reports:
high school got off to a good with Mrs Maggie Caps.
Winnle
Cunningham. Reading.
stint Monday morning with a
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Omer of PearlBethell. roods.
Evie Cashtotal enrollment of Tr) students Madisonville, Ky. were
guests of on, Gardening.
419 students enrolled In the ele- Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Delayer a few
Miss Odom gave a very inmentary school and 333 enrolled days last week.
structive discussion on Safety.
In the high school C D Parr,
Mr Sam McDaniel is on the
A skit was presented by Miss
principal, said
sick list.
Odorn and Wilma Choate.

WE'VE MOVED
AND ARE NOW OPEN IN OUR

NEW LOCATION
at 101 West State Lin*
Come visit us in our fine new building: new enlarged service department: beautiful new showroom: enlarged parts department and
other facilities to better serve your needs.
Our staff of expert, factory-trained mechanics includes Chester
Gregory, Dulon Adkins and F. A. Byrd.
As soon as we have everything in order and the 1958 Pontiacs are
here. we are going to have a big "Open House". Watch for it: celebrate with us!
MIMEO

"YOUR PONTIAC DEALER"

Denis Salley was in .charge of get the chance,
th_, thrills wear
recreation with Wilma Choate
off, the glamor loses its charm,
Winning the contest
and it is discovered that there
The holiess assisted by Bonnie
IS a way to achievt recognitkoq
Brown served refreshments of
in an ADULT world. Then, the
cookies and cold drinks.
juvenile is on his way to recovery. That is, if "adults" have not
TEEN-AGE:RS-continued troni Paps One
so embittered him against their
()ridable tin.
"square" world, that the very
Soon however, for those who word leaves a bad
taste in the

moo Rar ON

TELEPHONE 1267

HAMS

59c 412C
lb.
lb.
,
12 TO 16 LB. AVG.

•

"Super Right" Is Fully Matured
GRAIN-FED BEEF

WHOLE
DR HALF

NOT BABY BEEF,OR BUDGET BEEF
OR RANGE BEEF
A • Ws Bast Is Selactoel For Superb Taste and Tenderness
ONE HIGH QUALITY—NO CONFUSION

Sirloin Steaks:12Z
Cube Steaks :1171
Lettuce

4„ SUPER RIGHT 1-LB. A90
PURE PORK CELLO 611'

LB.

HD.

24 SIZE
INDIANA

iPotatoes

wASHED

Cauliflower

FRESH (
5-LB)
.
FROZEN
BOX
MED.SIZE
$3.89

LB. 79
990 Pork Chops TultR LB. 89g
99it Sausage

LB.

ICEBERG

!SHANK
PORT.

Shrimp

Honey Dew
En

LB

UV

BAG

SNOW

LARGE

WHITE

HEAD

ea.69

JUMBO 6 SIZE
MELONS

25C Sweet Yams
sr Cantaloupes
29* Peaches

PUERTO
RICAN
V SIZE

ELBERTA

LB.

3
4

FOR

10*
:100

LBS 49
0

APPLE JELLY
2 290
SAUERKRAUT
100 Buy 4Pkgs.for 27c
One Pkg.
ORANGE JUICE _
250 GetFREE
!
$100
FRUIT COCKTAIL
3
Jelly Roll (JNTc.) PEG) 49€ Swiss Cheese
65€
FARM
BRAND

LB.
JAR

FREE SPARKLE GELATIN
OFFER1

16-0Z.
CAN

A&P

46-0Z.
CAN

A&P

30-0Z.
CANS

SULTANA

JANE PARKER GIANT

8 DELICIOUS FLAVORS

DOMESTIC

LB.

Cherry Pie p:ARZEE.(
45° Mild Cheddar Cheese LB.49
A
A I li
Choc.Chip Cookies': 29* Deans Milk
`t
GRADE

Pkg

BALLARDS

BISCUITS
OVEN

40)

READY

iir• Pkgs.250

CHURNOOLD
1-LB.
CTN.

WEBSTER'S
DICTIONARY
wane

ea a
MUM
SACK

DETERGENT

". 32°

Macaroni Dinner

sad wool port of the 2-part bleier

GIANT
PKG.

75.

FAB

SECTIONS 2-25

0,0,894

DETERGENT
p
GK
IA
:INT

PLCLKG.32.

75.

swam

with any purchase

Krafts Miracle Whip

SECTION NO. 1 IS
NOW ON SALE!

47° QJTAR79°

Start Your Set Today!
KRAFT!,

MIRACLE WHIP

Sandwich Spread
16-0Z.
JAR
aia

Re

KRAFT MINIATURE

KRAFTS

Marshmallows
1o1
/
2oz.

Jar Cheese

25c

BATH SARI

29'
296

SECTION NO. 1
with 12.50 Is purchases

PKG.

BARS

VEL

KRAFTS

49c

REG.

15 SECTIONS
and a 2-Part Binder
"Y 254

1-LB.
JAR

3
2
PKG.

PKG.
7-°'
117c •

CTN.

Palmolive Soap

goniguy UNABRIDGED
Awe 20th(

31IC

Malted Milk

ti GAL.

HOMOGENIZED

MARGARINE

KRAFTS CHOCOLATE

Fulton, Ky.

give a youngster a chance, make
certain that by nation-wide publicity he is permanently associated with the criminal ele.ment
Let's print those names!

SUPER RIGHT SMOKED SKINNED
COME SEE
YOU'LL SAVE
AT A& P

OLIVE.P1M,

5-0Z
JArt

Margarine
1-LB.
CTN.

3ic

KRAFTS SALAD

CARAMELS

MUSTARD

39c 2 6-.1AORzi 17c

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. SEPT?,
A/AMC/1

PIMEfiT0
PV:EAr. -E

KRAFTS PARKAY,4

KRAFTS
1-LB.
BAG

r010FM00 P000 aivanta

. soca la*

od Stores

?S`
me

GNAT

ATLANTIC

5

and murded and mugging,/ to
keep the population down. Don't

BUDGETS.

JAR
PT

COMPANY

mouth.
So obviously, the answer is to
take that teen-ager, smear his
name, hold up to ridicule, place
him in penal institutions, and
thus make certain that the eventual awakening to "civilization"
never comes. We need criminals,

AO loft 1•111.1411D PAM1LUIS

Mayonnaise

MOTOR
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•ACINC TIA LOPAPAMI

have most of their children with
them. James and Barbara and
children, Mr.. and Mrs. Bill Ainberg and children from Evansville, Ind. and Brantly and Betty
A.mberg of Lexington, Ky., Mrs.
Henry Amberg had her children,
Frances, Leonora Bushart and
Duncan of Fulton and Roland and
sarah and children A good time
was had by all especially the
children.
Visitors
Mrs. Charles H. Fethe was hostess to her son, Charles W. Fethe,
and his charming wife, Mary
Caroline. Her honored guests
were her two grandsons, Tommy
arid James Allen.
The Fethes were entertained
with a full _night of fun in Cairo,
Ill, as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Rice, Mr and Mrs. Harry
Stokes, Mr. and Mrs. Ardel
Fields and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Summers. We are sorry the
Fethes had to return 1.45 their
home in Chattanooga, Tenn. so
soon.

WISH IN DANVILLE
Theodore O'Hara (111:10-11017),
American soldier and poet, was
born in Danville He served as a
colonel in the Confederate Army
and is known especially for his
poem, "Bivouac of the Dead."

10

NAMED FOR Graft01

Sept. I: Allen McKendree. Billie Stephenson. Oilie Miller. Jean
Miller, Jimmie Dee Stanfield,
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
Sept. 7: Ann Read Holland, Betty
Lou Davis, Betty Boyd Bennett.
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
SPECIAL LOW
Mrs. Laura Hagler, Dolores Watnews.
your social
kins, Billy Sensing; Sept. II: Mary
Ann Hill, Mrs. Edgar Chisacen,
SUMMER PRICES
Mrs. E. McKirmon, Susan Lynn
their
did
best
to
Hickman
in
Believe me everyone
Walker,
Arrs, Henry
Allison,
Mary Barham; Sept. 9: Mary
close the door on summer in a big way!
Dicken, Mrs. Charles
Weeks
The reason everyone wasn't out of town this past
Reams, William "Dubb" Johnson.
week-end was — they got caught at home by traveling
Lena McKeen, Louise Houston,
-friends or relatives — I can't begin to tell you about
Mn. Will Oossum; Sept. 10: Noso
You'll Need it
na B. Netherland, Serena Elliott.
all the parties and guests in town this week-end
Barnes, Dickie Strong, Bobby
Joe
out.
I'll just write until my paper plays
McKinney; Sept. 11: Mrs_ Kellie
BEFORE LONG—
clean up so she wouldn't be late
Lowe. David Powell, Mrs. Charles
Couple of the Week
Maynard,
Cannon, Commodore
The couple of the week-end a- for a pot luck supper the young
Horace Cathey, Bees Gloukler, DorGet it NOW!
ward goes,to Mr. and Mrs. Roland hen teen-agers were having at
othea Shields, Lucy Anderson.
Amberg of Los Angles, Calif. Linda Hale's home on Troy Ave.
Sept. 12: Willa Katy Bennett.
who are visiting with his mother, All the girls were entertained by
The C. M. Waits' home was the Mrs. Louis Weak*, Helen Croft
her
telling
about
Mabry
Joyce
sister,
and
Arnberg
Henry
Immediate Delivery; Mrs.
meeting place for long time fri- Reed. Mrs. Mae MauPtn, Charles
•
trip abroad.
Frances.
ends, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Allen Toon, odeu Sills.
Friday night was spent with Anthony of
Roland and Sarah arrived Friall sizes on Hand.
Owensboro, Ky. and
day afternoon with their young family and friends dropping in Mr. and Mrs. Walt Long of SalLouisand
W.
R..
Butt
of
Ruth
NAMED FOR DAUGHTER
Larry, and Tish their teen- —
ina, Kansas. Mr. Anthony is a
order yours today. son,
age daughter. Just * time for ville were among the first to favorite great nephew of the
in Martin county was
Ines
Tish to kiss her grandmother and greet the Arnbergs.
Watts.
slated to be called Eden when
Saturday Duncan Bushart joinFrances and rush like mad to
the postoffice was established
ed the Amberg house party. Then
Mr. and Mrs. James Calvin are there When It was found there
things began to happen for the visiting his mother
and father, was already a postoffice in the
boys. The never ending stream Mr. and Mrs.
James M. Calvin State by that name, the postof friends continued to come and over the Labor Day
week-end. master at Louisa named the town
go all day Saturday. — The cli- James and
Louise have been in in honor of his daughter, Ines
dinner
the
day
was
a
of
max
TELEPHONE 51
South Carolina and are enroute Prank.
party honoring Roland and Sarah to Lexington
where he will soon
given by Frances at Boyettes on resume his
duties as head of the
Old Mexico is just a three hour
Reelfoot Lake where 49 guests psychology
department at Kendrive away. Corpus Christi and
enjoyed cat fish and country'ham tucky University.
Port Aranasas where the fish bite
with that good old "red-eye"
Welcome Home
gravy.
I do believe all the months everyday and the big ones never
get away is just one hour from
Six teen-age couples took Tish spent making
preparations, get- A. and I. — Now I must stop beover to the Strata Club Saturday ting passports,
vaccination shots, fore I get carried away and tell
night — to show her what a good planning
an
itinerary
were ya'll all about the sand, wind,
time the kids always have in worthwhile for
the litabrys. They and no rain for seven years!
Hickman.
came home this week all full of
Good Luck boys. I hope we get
Mrs. Amberg was the happiest pep and
vitamins. It is wonder- to see you playing basketball
mother in church for her family ful to have
them home, and as this coming season.
filled the entire pew. Leonora soon as Nell gets
her breath I'm
Bushart and son, Gerald, joined going to ask
for an account of
Anyone who stayed away from
the Ambergs for Sunday dinner. their
itinerary. Of course I'll pass the Catholic Carniyal Wednesday
The Rupert Hornsbys entertain- it on to you.
and Thursday nights certainly
ed the Arnbergs with Sunday
missed two nights packed full of
night supper at the Derby in FulSusan Hale was certainly missfun and pleasure. Every child
ton. Labor Day was spent at ed by all — Susan
spent a long came away from the carnival
Kentucky Lake — the Ambergs' Labor Day week-end
in Milan, with their arms full of toys —
had a family picnic! Mr. and Mrs. Tenn. as one
of many in the personally I would like to put my
W. B. Amberg were happy to home of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Bogle. bid in for ya'll to do my Xmas
Nancy Bogle entertained her
shopping!
house guests with a party Thursday night.
Happy Birthday
The Bubble Gum and Lollie
set had the time of their
for HOME and FARM Pop
lives at Biff Barry's seventh
birthday party given by his
Machines
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. HarAT STORES
BENNETT ELECTRIC ry Barry at their home on the
EVERYWHERE
TRY SPEAR VINEGAR TODAY,
FULTON Union City hiway. Horse back
PHONE 201
riding was the sport of the day
enjoyed by 35 children.

Tartcsf
SPEAS
Gioia Op*,Nix
VINEGAR

DOZEN

DIXIE PRODUCED EGGS

Join the Dixie
"GOLDEN EGG" CLUB!
Sell your first dozen Dixie produced eggs to me
for $1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg Club.
You'll see the honor roll of members in our
store.
This Offer Expires Nov. 30

Ask for details. .. or get conipleta information
in each bog of Dixie Laying Feed.

THIS

Melinda Travis had her tenth
birthday Friday. Her mother,
Moselle Travis, entertained for
her with a birthday party and
supper at "Happy Hollow". Sandra came rushing from the telephone after she received her invitation to say "Mother at last it
is Melinda's time to have a party
in the basement!" You we even
the sub-teens enjoy "Happy Hollow."
Off To Seimpoi
Jerry Williams and Herman
Lattus are leaving the last of the
week for God's Country. They
will enter Texas A. and I. College
in Kingsville. Oh! to be young
again and on my way to A. and
I. for it was there Fred and I
met and spent two years as carefree college kids. Those boys will
have the King Ranch within
walking distance of the campus.

• Crizio toying food
Dik
Compto• toyer
• Dial& Egg food
• Dint* Poultry Conconfroto
• Dixie Groin Soloncor
• Dixiit Intorlor food

•

• Dixt•

Poultry &rood*/ Contonlroto

• ()IRO Cog*

tars,

WEEK

Credit on Tennessee Burial Policies: We give full
credit on these policies when you call us to serve
.you.

Have your feed ground ON YOUR FARM in less than an hour.
There's no trouble ... no travel with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.

urn

UNDO
Ste
TEM
With

when you
sizzling hot
gets
kitchen
modern elecIf your
switched to a
time you
not into
cook,it's
the food,
into
You'll
Ileat is sent
off heat.
tric range.
throw
to
No flames
in comyou cook
the roorn.
when
cooking
your
nloy
range. See
really
electric
modern
on
efort a
AP.aler.

It is nearing time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch, Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats,
Ladino and Crimson Clover. Wheat and Fescue
and all kinds of field seeds.
Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
Purity and Germination.

A Clat
.c7i7d Soils
Phone 202

East State Line

"Mee—

TOSSSSW.

Tables

Call 808 for an appointment.

tt was *to
they s
did inew
Yo

(Starts
50

Gliders

"Tr PAYS" TO SHOP AT

Pat
"slir
My d
in( over

408 Eddings Street

WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANGEN SEED
TREATER MACHINE,SO LET US TREAT YOUR
RYE. BARLEY, WHEAT AND OATS. IT WILL
IMPROVE THE YIELD BY REDUCING LOSS
FROM DISEASES.

Save time, money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.

tabs sal u
embelltno,
*veered by
eons
or Invortnt
firbd by y
prVLa5 t
'walla Pewit

oterstb.)

Facts About Prices: We have Funeral Services in
price ranges to fit your financial circumstances.
We can guarantee that you will not find prices
more reasonable anywhere. You get most for your
money where the service and embalming are superior — because the same service and embalming
are included in the lower-priced as well as in the
higher-priced funeral. All this means: It Coats No
More. To Have The Best.

Telephone 88

trATRIC
a• multi.
••ffimunlost
slaws an

.74r47".7
they have

The Whitnel Funeral Home Offers:

Chairs

,
Fall Is "Just Around The Corner"
See Us For Your Needs

Dixie Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay
you $1 for your first dozen Dixie produced eggs!
This season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

Last State Line

Georgetown, Scott Countr, was ar.
incorporated by the Virginia LeIneksture in 1150 and named for
ONE OF HIGHEST
George Washington. The town
obtains its water supply from
Whitley City, McCreary county,
Royal Springs which produces with an altitude of 1922 feet a50,000 gallons of water an hour bove sea level, Is arid of the highThe Springs were discovered and est county seats In the State.

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE

We Will
Pay You

SPECIAL

named In 1774 by Col. Jebel
a sonar &evictors, sad &urger-

DAYTON V-BELTS

Aiellovi
RaBodiadl
Ccaden-Rich/

$11000M
AR
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Pull p4o.sogewor would., for the convenient, oconornIcol us* of applicator you now own—end thew you will odd In rho futuro
Wiring that provIdor Pull Houtopowor is an investment In boner living
Coll our offir.•
or& your elettrkel ctwo,ocro, °bout Me °witted Hous••
power pion.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

•
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mem
Mrs Harris Dernron and grandNZ& L. T. Caldwell • daughter from Detroit, Michigan
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Willbaucks and
The death angel has panned James
family
through our vicinity for two suc- and other relatives and friends in
(PA -risme*
LATANI
answers
Dear
L. M.
•• questions in pereen. Addrege aN
this
vicinity.
cessive weeks On Tuesday, Aug.
oefinmunIcat keno to h.. che TM,
THE NEWS welcomes expresYour ring Is where you put it, gust 20th, this village
Mies Kathryn Howard has reNSW* and
was shook.
watch for answer in
sions from its readers. Such
when
you
called
this fielunin.
yourself hiding ed to learn that Mr Guy Harris. turned to New York to resume
Questions regarding
items most be signed but
onvelella•. health can bee* be an - It, it is In your hotels
▪ life-long citizen of this area, her teaching activities after hav*wired
by
name will be ommitted from
Your Phyaletaii 11104M.
had died surrenly from • heart ing spent the summer vacation
tione retarding handling el mon•y
publication if requested.
or Investments can beet be
attack. He and his wife have with her brother, William Edward
anew- HI bass Letane,
*red by your banker. 71•111 Maws
Howard.
I
operated
have
a question I would like
a general merchandise
previNe this column purely al
•
publie forum and demi net seseet for you to answer
De and Mrs. H. H. Boggess and
Good Samaritans For The
We are in store hare for sevral years and
any reetenelbIllty for the anev.ee•
Three R's
erreree, •Ith•ugh In many mimeo East Chicago, Ind working and we join with his family in mourn- son, John. of Murray visited Mrs.
they
T Caldwell and family Tueshave
p
Admiral Ion Pursell,
ty se- trying to pay for a place we ing his panther This past week,
aerate.)
bought. I would like to know on Thursday, August 29th, we al- day afternoon.
Director
when are we going to get to come so lost one of our older citizens
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vowel
New Capital Hotel
Dear Pat
horns to stay? And are my daugh- In the gaming away of Mrs. and children of Louisville, KenFrankfort, Kentucky
My diamond ring came up mimAugust 31, 1957
ing over the week end Can you ter and son-in-law going to sep- Arthur L. Harper Mrs. Harper tucky are visiting his grandpardied from carbon monoxide posi- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Woes Vowell, ,The Editor
led me what happened to Lt. If arate?
eon as • result of an explosion and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thank you very much
it was stolen, who stole it? When
from an old cooking stove. The Vowell and son, Jim.
P. C.
Fulton, Ky.
did they steal it?
Dear P. C.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell visit- Dear Sir:
explosion occurred around 8:00
Yours truly
You will be horne to stay in a. m. and Mrs. Harper died the ed her sister. Mrs. Dwight Drunun
One Western Kentucky NewsL. M.
May 1968, No your daughter and following evering at 6130 at the and family of Camden, Tennessee, paper — trying to encourag
e
son-In-law will not separate.
Jones Clinic, ?uncut, without ever last week
more kind people to ask Good
Mrs. Terrell Moore of Martin Samaritans For The 3
gaining consciousness. We also exR's how
Dear Patricia.
tend our sympathy to her hus- was dinner guest of her sister, they, at no cost, may help
"abI was born and reared in Mil- band, children, grandchildren and Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter and hus- cless" relatives or friends —
has
ton. I get "The News- and al- other relatives in their bereave- band last Tuesday evening.
reprinted the fine article about
Fulton-Unloa City Highway
ways read your page. I think It
Mr. James Larry Parrish spent our program, first
published in
Saturday night with his grand- The Coronet
Is very interesting the way you your dog.
Magazine for AuGo black to the docFeiltaa--Usisa City Highway
answer questions for people
I tor and show your receipt and mother, Mrs. Mary Cook and son gust 1957.
TRUE-nti-BAT-8UN-MON
Saturday night.
wonder if you would help me he will give you
Kindly make our endeavor
another tag for
SEPT 5-6-74-9
Mr Bobbie McCord has enroll- widely known.
with some. My -tittle dog lost her your dog The
In our free corhand
digger
Is
In
FIRST RUN IN
ed at the Murray State 'Teacher's respondence
dog license tag. I think It is in my your back yard
school — with our
but Is covered up
UNION CITY WA
College and will leave for school free books
back yard. I can't turn her out- with dirt and grass,
and the help of friends
you will find
(Starts at 828)
on September 19th.
side without it. Can you give me It.
having 3rd or 4th grade educaMr Ray Ferguson of Memphis tion
an idea where I can locate it?
— "x-users" soon master
;111.
spent the week end with his parAlso, I am a flower gardner Doer Pat
The 3 R's at home, in complete
enta. Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Perand I lost • small hand digger
privacy. Many grown-ups learn
I enjoy your letters so much eneen
In the yard among the flowers.
and family.
faster than do children in good
each week I would love to have
We
Just where did It go?
welcome Mr. and Mrs. ?te- schools.
your opinion on my problems ther
I surely will appreciate your
Gettis and four daughters
Admiral Ion Pursell,
Please!
formerly from Pilot Oak to our
help as soon as you can answer.
Director.
I sin married and have a won- town.
also
Please answer in next week's if
They have purchased the
P. S. Part of these data are
derful man for a husband, far dwelling
(Starts at 7:00 and 1025)
possible.
formerly owned by the local:
FULTON COUNTY has
better than I am, I am sure. William
JOURNEY IV FREEDOM
Thank you and good wishes to
Fullers.
1,550 of Kentucky's 250,000 of our
Please tall me why he won't stay
With Jacques Scott
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
you
nation's ten million grown-up ilat home? Is it my fault? I know Mrs. Ancil
Sincerely
Jordan this week were: literates,
mentioned in many
there have been other women in Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Simmons of
Mrs A 0 8
newspaper on 17 June 1957. Data
his life since we've been marSEPT.
Chicago, Mx. and Mrs. Bill SimDear A. G. S.
are approximate and based, in
ried. Please tell me are there mons
RUN IN
As for the dog tag it Is not in
and Mr. and Mrs. Connie
pert, on the "claims" of old
now? Will we bee our home?
UNION CITY AREA
Simmons of Martin.
the back yard it was taken off
people.
Would it be wise to have a sale
(Starts at 8.25)
Miss Bettye Welch has returned
and try something else? Or should to
her employment at the Weakwe go back In business? What ley
County Hospital aftr having
happened to a letter I wrote not an
appendectomy. Bettye is also
long
ago?
Please
answer
"'soon
Fake HELM wee
attending
the
Bruce
Business
IIMP1111011111111ALeini
Pam.
School at Martin.
Ink= seeh seiewle same
Dear
Pam.
ressIg.
sesaas
Miss
111
et
seet
Anna Lou Caldwell visited
Wadies. Clacks sad Tins
I'm sure you and your husband
asthma reileveit
Miss Marie Caldwell of Union City
wow (aseele, orltkl• 1
Phnom of AU Rinds Rosacould work out the Matter beMonday afternoon.
11 NIIPPIRON
eakely Repaired at Low Cssi
tween you if you would sit down
. Marl alwasie
IN
aim sewn& lispiedas
World consumption of raw wool
l et
by—
and talk the matter over. The
UNION CITY AREA
west yes aims WWI& MN
maim he doesn't stay home more In 1956 established an all-time
multiol; yew-8W le lir
Starts at 7 00)
.
to he OM
Is as much your fault as his. record, totaling 1,8 30 ,000 ,000
pereculare.
TIME IS MY ENEMY
There is not any other woman pounds (clean basis)
With Dennis Price
Cky Drug Co.—Evans Drug
In his life; no you will not lose
your home, no my advise is to
continue on as you now are, the
letter you are referring to was
never mailed.

PATRICIA LATANE

McCONNELL NEWS!

•

UTTERS TO
THE EDITOR
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New Dorm Al UTMB

office space.
Of Georgian Colonial design,
the new building
with
Bids for
Daniel T. McGown of Memof the
second of four
University of phis is architect for the
Tennessee buildings were officially requested last Friday, John
L. Neely, Jr., director of U-Ts
physical plant, has announced.
_Ready for contract is the new
administration-classroom
buildAll types of brownsiers
ing to be built at the Martin
Branch. The four new buildings
SAVE ! GET our
were made possible by a $4,000,000 building expansion appropriaPACKAGE DEAL
lion.of the 1957 State Legislature.
'Cov'sriag everything°
The new three-story building
at the Martin Branch will house
422 Lake St
administrative offices on the first
floor. The two upper floors will Patton, Ky.
Phone 461
be used for classrooms and other

will harmonize
others on the Martin campus.
project

Will Begin Soon
construction
new

I

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
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Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat

resza
g=3:4

ROB•MMIR
(mar RUN

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

NORTH FULTON
at Overpass on 51-3
CLOSED ON

FACTORY RETURNS

DRIVE-IN

Milos North or IN;ilten

MONDAYS & THURSDAYS

3 NITES - FRI - SAT - SUN
- SEPT. 6-74 -

2 BIG FEATURES
2 AT 911$

NO. 1 AT 7:30

NO.

Man of Action
And Woman
Untomed!..

FACES HIS

TARZAN

GREATEST PERIL!

• r • I •• •

Dear Patricia.
I have lust read neighbor's
NEWS, so thought I would write
you • line and see if you can
help me. I am not feeling too
well. Its my feet and kip, Will
I get better and will I be able
to work this winter? Should I
move from the house I am living in now before I go to Detroit
this fall? Will I ever get married again? If so. will I be happy
Thank you 90 much for what
ever you can tell me.
V. M. W.
Dear V M. W.
Yes you will get better and be
able to work. Yes I would move
before you go to Detroit; yes
you will marry again and be very
happy but It will be several
months before you marry.

—— — —-

TOTAL STRANGFRS

31,

•••
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Sunday - Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
.... New
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iletabigh
When
Audrey
Rocks
Everybody
Rolls!

$2.85 to $4.25

BRING THE WHOLE FA/GLY TO

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
Main
Street

(old Huddleston Bldg.)
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'
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'

$1 to $3.00

I. do
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It climbed
a mountain
the hard way,
off the road!

leg
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MAXWEll 2F10

BARKER
IONCE MacVaili

ammo
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EVERY TUES.& WED. NITES
BARGAIN NITES
ONLY 75c A CARLOAD

!ewer never faltered

all the way.
Standard Thriftmaster 6 ran perfectly,
mile after mile!

11,71FREED000
7

It.

11111-tliall1k true* elvu we me
MAN red,To Ms brads Albssair
LA VENN SAIL
NAM h..i.e 15A-tA-1A
tellue.iikaak CHUCK BERRY
NUM Ma shoe 'Me NWT ccccc

111
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Chassis

parts took the pounding.
The run showed how rugged Chevy
6111110, s)rings, azlaa really are.

PIKES PEAK CLIMB SHOWS WHY YOUR CHEVY
WILL KEEP ON GOING...KEEP ON SAVING!
It takes a totally rugged truck with
tremendous pulling power to climb
Pikes Peak to the top without using
the road. Yet that's whst a Chevrolet pickup did ... kept on going
up towering grades, over miles-long
boulder fields and through the thin

•••• ..1••

The
Itselheek
story that sankil
.201112
.
esf

Slightly Worn Shoes — Corrected — Some New
Famous Brands which originally sold for as much
as $20.00 Per Pair

Children'
s

held ko•wee
ef Terra.
OW mom.

ror
;Jamie
Dawn

SHOES
50c to $2.25

Thar. - Fri. - Sat.
2 B-I-G ACTION
PACKED HITS

•1111.

rtrZ$-WED-THUILFEJ
ie-11-11---1:
ruler

ASTHMA

DEWEY JOHNSON

air of altitudes up to 14,110 feet.
It fought through a "no man's land"
that appeared too difficuk for any
truck. This truck was equipped
with the same sturdy components
you can get with your light-duty
Chevy! See your Chevrolet dealer.

CHEVROLET
TASK•FORCE 57
TRUCKS

MayfraricAisei Claleffelet &dors ACM display ski,fosses tratienseri

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
WE'VE MOVED. Now located in HAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
larger quarters for your conplumbing needs? See our huge
venience, just 3 doors east at
stocks of kitchen and bath212 Main Street, in the former
room fixtures; newest styles,
Buddlesion Building. Forrestcolors; prices to fit your pocer's Shoe Shop, where you will
ketbook. Open anytime, day
find all kinds of dress and
or night at 909 Arch Street.
work shoes for men.
"We carry parts and materiFOR SALE - Peony bulbs (four
als." Campbell's Plumbing
colors) for fall planting-place
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
order now - call 1125-W-1 or
write Mrs. Elwyn Coffman, MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $139.95
Fulton, Ky.
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

MOHAWK CARPET
WALL-TO-WALL

COLDEST

OR ROOM SIZE
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asp:telt tile, rubber tile and plastic

BE

IN TOWN!
Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from

FULTON HARDWARE

Coca-Cola Plant

and Furniture Company
Phone 1
106 Lake Street,

Plenty Free Parking!
BARGAINS - Living room suite
$17.50 to $34.95. Extra nice bed
roomsuit used only six weeks
$115.00. Nice chiffarobe $22.50.
Old style dish cabinet $10.00 at
Wades Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main St. Phone 478.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - has
used cars and they're trading
Phone 307 them. If you haven't figured
Wain St.
with them, you better. They
might save you a hundred dolAuthorized Zenith Dealer
lars or more. See Ellis, Dan or
Bill. Taylor Chevrolet, phone
NOW is the time to get your
38 or 39.
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
Peeples, Service Manager of
lengths, widths. Forrester's
The Harvey Caldwell ComShoe Shop.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
You're always welcome
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
at
To provide working capital,
K.
P.
DALTON'S
term.
long
interest,
low
Stephenson, Phone
Charlie
LIQUOR STORE
61,1 1eultori.

ROPER'S TV SERVICE

Mayfield Hiway
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRBGERA'TORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

'TIRADE•NOW

. H&M
• TELEVISION
Fulton

400 Main Street

Fulton

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins. etc.
FREE PARKING
FOR SALE: Large Wardrobe
trunk, two pieces luggage,
brown leather. Call 6154.
BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

CARD Of THANKS
We wish to express our appreciations to our friends and neighbors for their many thoughtful
acts of kindness and for the floral offerings during the recent illness and death of Mrs. Mattie
Ann Sills Harper - May God's
richest blessings be yours - The
Family of Mrs. Mattie Ann Sills
Harper.

Phone 1556

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-Special orders

Long Terme-Easy Payments

-Insurance-

Fresh
Kentucky Lake

List your
and town Property
with the

'CASHION'S
Specialized. Service

CALL 559
-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
- daily Sharpened and Balanced
-All Engines Repaired
See them when you want
HOGG'S
-Authorized Clinton Service
to BUY OR SELL.
FISH MARKET
-Clinton Engines and Parts
-Factory Trained Mechanics
Pbooe
State Line-across from Browder Mt Main St.
Prompt Efficient Service
-All Work Guaranteed
Fulton, Ky.
-Also Electric Motors
-Wiring, Refrigeration,
Appliance, Repair.
PETE'S GARAGE FOR SALE: Used upright pianos, -Free Engine Examination
$59.50 up. Completely reconditioned and guaranteed for
Fulton, Ky.
1.1, S. 51 North
one year. 'Ilmm's Furniture
Across From Zippy Cafe
Co., Union City, Tenn.
local
24-HOUR WRECKER AND
HOME FURNISHINGS -9 by 12 Available to responsible
person for remaining balance on
rugs
$4.95
and
up.
Nice
breakGARAGE SERVICE
last table and dliairs $32.50. small payments. Famous make
YARD
JUNK
Good Westinghouse refriger- and guaranteed. Write: Adjuster
ator $49.95. $19.95 Glider and - JOPLIN PIANO CO., Box 784,
USED CARS AND PARTS
chair for 10.95 at Wade Used
Furniture Store. 112 Main St Paducah, Ky.
Phones:
Phone 478.
Garage 9134; Home 1795
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
The birth of a new car, the
SAVE MONEY
Edsel, is announced by Ford
Buy Auto Insurance on
"Always At Your Service"
Motor Company of Dearborn
Michigan. You are cordially InOur 3-PAY PLAN
COOK'S LIQUOR
40% DOWN. 33% la 3 MOIL vited to see this newest addition
to the Ford Family of Fine Cars
33% in 6 MONTHS
at your nearest Edsel dealer.
STORE
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
to Commercial Ave. Felton
Your policy is typed and
tags always in stock; from
ready
beer
for
you
mincold
few
in a
Cold Wines,
the largest to the smallest.
utes, and coverage is effecYou can buy 'em plain pr
All popular brands of
tive immediately.
we'll print 'ern for you. 11
CALL 62 - 1113
you need shipping tags, come
whiskies, gins, etc.
to the Fulton News office,
• Wick Smith Agency
209 Commercial Avenue.
Farm

CATFISH

Residents Aro Warned

REHOLUTION

Residents living in the rural
areas around Fulton are warned
again to contribute no funds to
any person or persons who represent themselves as soliciting for
Oral Roberts.

VETS

REF COMING

B. D. Nisbet, representing the
Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service
Men's Board, will be m Fulton
at the Legion home on Friday,
Sept. 13.
vary Missionary Baptist Church
at Lathan, Wednesday at 3 p.
m. The Rev. Mr. Wade of Maetin
and the Rev. Garvin Brandin* ed
Martin ofncated Burial, under
direction of Jackson Brothers
Funeral Home, was in Sandy
Branch Cemetery.

FULTill DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Located 1 1: miles South of Fall..
on Martin Highway
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Barbara Brown Named
Cub Scout Queen
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Plus-BOSTON OUACKIE (color cartoon) and
A MERRY MIX UP (3 Stooge Comedy) I I
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David Roberts, an engineering
student from Hickman, is among
the 126 U-K students who received an all-A standing during the
summer session this year.
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Plus-Later News- BAD 01. PUTTY TAT (color
cartoon) & MILK RUN (Variety View)

A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD
Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride
of accompliihment.
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WILDERNESS*

Little Miss Barbara Brown,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
(Bob) Brown of Jackson Street
.
was selected on Aug. 28 to reign
as the Cub Scout Queen for
1957-58.
Chosen as her attendants were
Nancy Latta, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Van Latta, and Jane Edwards, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Edwards.
These young ladies will replace
last year's queen and attendants.
They were, Letha Exum, queen
and Stephanie Wood and Ann
Williams, attendants.
The selection of the new queen
was made by out of town judges
as a climax to the Cub Scout
Carnival at the Fulton Ball Park.
The new queen was crowned
by Jimmy Daugherty. He won
this honor by selling the largest
number of tickets to the carnival.
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Sew and Save

FARM LOANS

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Thursday, September 5, 1957 Roberts Has No Agents.

WHEREAS G. J. McDade has
tendered his resignation as Chief
of the Police Department of the
City of Fulton, Kentucky, due to
the condition of his health. and
WHEREAS such resignation
was accepted by the City Council with reluctance and regret,
and
WHEREAS Mr. McDade served
CARD OF THANKS
from January 1938 to Statuary
I want to thank my many fri- 1948 as a police officer of said
ends for the many cards, letters city, and
and acts of kindness shown durWHEREAS at the January
ing' my recent hospitalisation. 1.45- meeting ot the Ctry Centre
They meant so much to me and cil he was elevated to the office
were certainly encouraging.
of Chief of the Police Department
May God's richest blessings be In which capacity he has served
with each and everyone of you continuously to the date or his
4-H CLUB COOKING CLASS: Mrs. Robert Holland,
H. E. McCord
resignation as aforesaid, and
Home demonstration agent, poses with her young
KU
WHEREAS
during
his
adminisCOST OF Things Going Up fasttration the Pelee Department of group, which has just finished an 8-week course here
er than your income? You can
this city has been greatly inmake more full or part time as
learning how to "stir up Goodies". Above group, which
creased,
expanded and improved,
a Rawleigh Dealer in Fulton.
and the working conditions, ef- met at the KU kitchen each Tuesday for classes, inSee or write Grace Walker 601
ficiency
and alertness of the de- cludes, (1 to 14: Ann Hardy, Rita Thompson, Josephine
W. State Line, Fulton or write
partment has become an example
Hancock, Betty Bennett, Helen Wiggins, Judy StanRawleigh's Dept. Ky1-1071-RR,
for other communities, and
Freeport, Ill.
Margaret Poe, Sheri Elliott, Mrs. Holland, Judy
field,
WHEREAS by his kindness and
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities consideration for the public as Hoodenpyle, Jennie Lou Hardy, Joyce Owens, and
Service on Fourth Street and a whole he has endeared himself Mary Bondurant. Those who came to the cooking class
Maynard's Cities Service on to the people of Fulton and surNancy Wilrounding area and especially to but are not in the picture are, Nancy Latta,
Martin Highway!
Green.
and
Anna
Lee
Martha
K.-Hemphill
FARM LOANS: Long term, the children and young people of liamson,
low interest rates on real the community, and
WHEREAS by his neatness in
MRS. BIRDIE A. KOREY
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
MARINE CPL.
appearance he has personally set
DIES AT HER HOME
61, Fulton.
Continued from Pave One
an example to all men serving
Mrs Birdie A. Robey of near
under him, and which example Calif.; four half-sisters. Mrs Lot- Chestnut Glade died at her home
has been followed by all other tie Wiseman and Mrs Willie at 12 14 p m Monday September
members of the department, and Stinker of Mishawaka. Ind ; Mrs. 2, after • lengthy illness. She was
WHEREAS his retirement was Annie Keen and Mrs. Brookins 7s.
at
accelerated by wounds received Welch of Akron, Ohio; two aural.
Mrs. Robe)- was born in WeakFactory-To-You Prices !
by him in the line of duty,
Mrs J, T Powell of Fulton and ley County, Tenn., April it, 16112,
NOW, THEREFORE, be it re- Mrs 0 M Lipford of Newbern. daughter of William and Ann
-Dark cottons
Plaid Gingham, 79 and 98c yd solved by the City Council of Tenn an uncle. J P Lemond of Montgomery.
79c yd. the City of Fulton, Kentucky, as Dyersburg, and several nieces.
Polished cottons
She leaves her husband. Ike
nephews and cousins. Mrs Evelyn Robey, five eons by former marfollows. to-wit:
59c
Dan River prints
cousin.
Fulton
is
a
Section 1. The appreciation of Mann of
riages, Arthur Luther and HowWollensCpl. Lernond was born at Big ard Griffin. both of Detroit. 13111
the Mayor, City Council and the
Tweeds (Milliken) 60-in .. $3.49 people
of Fulton, Kentucky, is Clifty, Ky., on May 19, 1935. The Griffin of Dresden. Wants GrifVelvatone (Milliken) 80-in $2.98
hereby expressed to Mr. G. J. local boy was killed while enroute fin of Martin, and Was man Grif$1.98
and
$2.49
weelens
Other
McDade, upon his retirement, for to Fulton.
fin of Chicago; three daughters.
Corduory. white and printed; his long
years of faithful, cooperMrs. Nelson Smith of Dresden.
$1.29 and $1.59
washable
ative and exemplary service to
Mrs. Arvin Brundige of Dresden
RESIGNS
ADMINOSTATOR
-Sewing notionsthe community as a peace officer.
and Mrs. Arthur Severn of DeSection 2. The wish for his reThe Clinton and Hickman troit; and a sister. Mrs Mettle
turn to good health and long County hospital is without an !vie of Dresden
years ef life in, our community administrator this week, followShe was a member of the CalCommercial Avenue
and for his continued advice and ing the resignation of W. Howard vary Meatonary Baptist Church
encouragement to the Police De- Rogers. The hospital Board is at Latham
partment is likewise publicly ex- searching for a replacement.
Services were held at the Calpressed.
Granite
Section 3. This Resolution shall
be spread upon the Order Book
MONUMENTS
of this city and a copy thereof,
A monument can forever duly certified by the Clerk, shall
be forwarded to Mr. McDade.
express your devotion.
Approved this 3rd day of SepWe offer a wide selection tember,
1957
meet
every
to
designs
of
W. Browning
preference.
Mayor
DEEP IN THE ANTARCTIC
Attest: Martha Smith, City Clerk
GILBERT

PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
LEE
expert rebuilding, reconditionFOR THE BEST Deal vn Office ing, etc. 'Timm's Furniture WATER VALLEY, KY.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Company, Union City, Tenn.
See James 0. Butts at The
Phone 22M
Highway 45
shoes are always
SAFETY-TOE
-Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
Shoe
Forrester's
available
at
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
SPECIAL AT WADES USED
Shop.
Phone 674. We trade for your
STORE - Extra good 11 ft.
HI-F! headquarters: Records, reOld equipment.
deep freeze priced to sell. Good
cord players, Hi-Fl latest hit
electric cook stove $75.00 to
tunes, LP and EP albums.
$110.00. Good wood and coal
WARD'S
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
stove $20.00 at Wades Used
Fulton.
Furniture Store. Trade with
MUSIC SHOP
Wade and Save. 112 Main St.
Phone 478.

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
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